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i 
Abstract 
 
The aerials event of freestyle skiing is a relatively new discipline having only been 
introduced into the Olympic Games as a medal event in 1994. The purpose of 
this study was to develop a simulation model for the takeoff phase of aerials, with 
the intention of learning more about how the requisite linear and angular 
velocities at takeoff are generated. Experimental data was collected for six triple 
somersaulting aerial jumps. The jumps were filmed with four high-speed video 
cameras and a total of 17 points were manually digitised for each camera view of 
each jump. The digitised coordinates were reconstructed using a three 
dimensional direct linear transformation (3D-DLT) and processed using a film 
program written in FORTRAN. The program produced kinematic data for the 
takeoff phase of the six jumps. A simulation model for takeoff was developed, 
comprising of a rod (body) and a ski. At the connection between the rod and the 
ski is a passive torque, governed by the stiffness coefficient K. Experimental 
values for the height of the centre of mass (CoM), moment of inertia (MoI), initial 
linear velocity (VG) and initial angular velocity (ωpg) were used as model inputs. A 
combined drag and air resistance coefficient (D) was varied with K to match the 
experimental VG and ωpg at takeoff, resulting in an average difference of -0.07% 
for VG, and -16.10% for ωpg. A straight body simulation was run, eliminating the 
effect of joint angle changes on CoM height and MoI, it was found that a straight 
body matches the experimental data just as well as a simulation using joint 
angles. This result suggests that joint angles changes play a different role, other 
than to generate angular and linear velocity. Further alterations were made to the 
model parameters; K was varied, which increased the angle of the CoM behind 
the normal to the skis (ψ) as K increased. Initial angular velocity was varied with 
results suggesting that a forwards leaning motion at the start of the kicker 
generated a larger angular velocity at takeoff. An additional ankle torque was 
implemented for the final 0.1s of takeoff, this increased ωpg and reduced the 
difference to just -3.01%. Conclusions were drawn that the passive torque of the 
skis and an additional ankle torque prior to takeoff play a large role in governing 
takeoff conditions.  
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
1. 1 Chapter Overview 
In this chapter an introduction to aerial skiing is given. Previous literature 
published on the area of study and related topics is summarised. Research 
questions are posed and a brief overview of how these will be answered is given. 
The organisation of chapters is described. 
 
1. 2 The Area of Study 
The aerials event in freestyle skiing is a relatively new addition to the 
Winter sports schedule, with its first appearance as a medal sport at an Olympic 
Winter Games only coming at the 1994 Lillehammer Games. The sport 
developed as a combination of alpine skiing and acrobatics in the 1960s under 
the umbrella of ‘freestyle skiing’, whose first world championships were held in 
1986 where different events for moguls, ballet and aerials were staged 
(www.olympic.org, 2007).  
For the aerials event in freestyle skiing, competitors ski down an in-run of 
approximately 70m at 20-25º to the horizontal, onto a 20-25m plateau, then up a 
choice of six ramps or ‘kickers’, each of varying height and curvature, perform 
their pre-specified combination of somersaults and twists, and attempt to land on 
a 30m long slope at 37º to the horizontal (www.fis-ski.com, 2007a). A jump is 
scored on its air (20%), which is judged on the takeoff and subsequent height and 
distance of the jump. Form (50%) is a measure of the skier’s precision, 
mechanics and stability in the air, as well as the ‘separation’ of each somersault. 
Separation can be described as demonstrating that the requisite manoeuvre has 
been completed for each somersault (www.fis-ski.com, 2007b). Landing (30%) is 
determined by the landing itself and the landing exit. Balance, stability and body 
position all contribute to the marks. The three scores are added and then 
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multiplied by the degree of difficulty to give a final score. Currently the jump with 
the highest degree of difficulty is a triple full – full – full, this constitutes three 
backward somersaults with three full twists in the first somersault and a single 
twist in each of the second and third somersaults. 
 
1. 3 Reviewed Literature 
Research literature on the biomechanics of freestyle aerial skiing has been 
reviewed, although there is a lack of published research due to the recent advent 
of the sport. 
Past research has focused on the aerial phase of the jump with little or no 
literature on the takeoff and landing phases, a gap that this research aims to fill. 
Performance data on the aerial phase has been analysed using computer 
simulation models by both Yeadon (1989) and Luthi et al. (2006). Yeadon’s 
experimental data was collected at the 1988 Winter Olympic Games in Calgary 
where freestyle skiing first appeared as a demonstration sport. Kinematic data 
were collected using two cine cameras, the film from which was digitised 
manually and a reconstruction was performed to give three-dimensional 
coordinates of the joint centres. Luthi et al. (2006) used an optical motion analysis 
system at night to obtain experimental data. Further experimental studies have 
been conducted; both Huber et al. (2008) and Göpfert et al. (2008) have 
researched muscle activation in the aerial phase. 
Measuring forces in any ski-based activity poses a problem as it is very 
difficult to find anywhere to install a permanent force plate and the constantly 
changing snow conditions on top of a force plate would pose a further problem 
were this to be done. Several methods have been used to date as technology has 
improved. Schaff et al. (1987) used pressure mats, Leppävuori et al. (1994) 
makeshift force plates and Klous et al. (2006) were the first to use ski 
dynamometers (www.kistler.com, 2007). 
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1. 4 Purpose of Study 
The purpose of this research is to analyse freestyle aerial skiing in order to 
better understand the mechanics. Research so far has been focused on the aerial 
phase of the jump (Huber et al., 2008; Luthi et al., 2006; Yeadon, 1989), whereas 
this study will investigate the mechanics of the takeoff phase.  
An understanding of the mechanics of takeoff should aid identification of potential 
methods of improving performance and provide information about the limits and 
possible advances in jump difficulty with current techniques and equipment. 
 
1. 5 Research Questions 
This research is being undertaken with the aim of gaining further 
understanding about the discipline of freestyle aerial skiing, specifically the 
takeoff phase. This knowledge will be used to inform performance improvements 
and discover what is theoretically possible within the sport using current 
equipment. The study will attempt to answer the following questions: 
“How is the required angular momentum generated in the takeoff phase in order 
to produce three somersaults?” 
A subject-specific computer simulation model of the takeoff phase will, with 
knowledge of the kicker profile, allow the calculation of angular momentum at 
takeoff. Matching this simulation to recorded experimental data will allow the 
identification of techniques employed to generate the required angular 
momentum. 
“Does the peak reaction force experienced in the takeoff phase affect the amount 
of angular momentum generated for the flight phase?” 
The ideal for a skier would be to have a low peak reaction force but still 
generate sufficient angular momentum, as this would place less stress on their 
body. The current FIS specifications for the kicker curvature seem to produce a 
high peak reaction force and so the question arises whether it would it be 
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possible to reduce the peak force but still maintain the same kinematics at 
takeoff? 
 “Which aspect of the takeoff technique has the greatest effect on a jump’s 
outcome?” 
Aerialists are limited as to how they can vary their technique during 
takeoff. The approach characteristics such as linear velocity and body position 
throughout takeoff are the only aspects that can be changed.  By varying these 
facets of technique one will be able to determine the effect each has upon the 
outcome of a jump. 
 “How many somersaults are theoretically possible with current equipment and 
how sensitive to perturbations is this optimum?” 
A computer simulation model for takeoff enables one to determine the 
largest possible angular velocity at the point of takeoff, and whether this would 
put the skier in a position to land successfully. 
 
1. 6 Chapter Organisation 
 Chapter 2 reviews the literature relating to research previously conducted 
on the analysis of the aerials event and its different phases, as well as the event 
site, equipment used and other methods of analysis in sports biomechanics that 
relate to the current research. 
 Chapter 3 details a number of pilot studies undertaken to aid the 
understanding of the techniques and mechanics involved in the event. 
 Chapter 4 describes the collection of experimental data that is necessary 
for analysis of the aerial skiing event. It explains the protocols used for collecting 
video and anthropometric data, the methods used to process this data and 
presents the results. 
 Chapter 5 explains the development of simulation models for the takeoff 
phase of the aerials event. 
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 Chapter 6 covers the evaluation of the model developed in Chapter 5 
using the results of the data obtained in Chapter 4 to determine their accuracy in 
representing the real-life performance. 
 In Chapter 7 the simulation model is applied to answer the research 
questions outlined in the introduction. 
Chapter 8 will discuss the findings and results from the previous chapters, 
how the research could be furthered. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
 
2. 1 Chapter Overview 
In this chapter the current literature pertaining to the design of the kicker, 
the equipment rules and regulations and factors to consider when designing a 
computer simulation model are all reviewed. However due to its relatively recent 
advent, little biomechanical research has been conducted into freestyle skiing. 
Most previous research has centred around the areas of alpine skiing and ski 
jumping, with much of it focusing on identifying health risks and maximising 
performance respectively. Literature from all other areas of research relevant to 
the actions involved in an aerial jump will also be reviewed. 
 
2. 2 The Freestyle Aerial Jump 
A freestyle aerial jump starts with an in-run of approximately 70m in length 
that descends 25m vertically, a transition onto a flat ‘table’ follows before entering 
the takeoff as the skier rotates along a curved kicker that launches the aerialist 
into the air where a series of twists and somersaults are performed. The skier 
then lands on a slope at 37±1º to the horizontal and skis down into the finishing 
area. A competition site will have six kickers, one designed for single somersault 
jumps, two for double somersaults and three for triple somersaults. 
Competitors will primarily use one of the three kickers for triple 
somersaults, as jumps involving three somersaults have a higher degree of 
difficulty resulting in a higher score when performed correctly. Each of these three 
kickers will have a different curvature profile and the competitor will choose which 
kicker to use depending on their preference and the jump they are to perform. 
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Figure 2.2-1. Side view of aerials site (www.fis-ski.com, 2007a). 
 
Figure 2.2-2. Three kickers at aerials competition site, Meiringen-Hasliberg 2009. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2-3. Side view of aerials site with kicker and aerialist’s CoM path. 
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The curvature of a kicker is formed by its underlying structure, and is made 
up of 13 sections, each 0.6 m in length. The FIS stipulates the precise angle at 
which each of the 13 sections should be placed with the single jump finishing at 
50º to the horizontal, the doubles both at 65º and the triples at 71º and (two at) 
70º. It is the difference in curvature and steeper final angle that creates the 
difference in how many somersaults can be performed from each kicker. The 
tighter the curvature of a kicker, the higher the aerialist’s angular velocity at 
takeoff and the steeper the angle of the final section, the higher the skier will go in 
the flight phase and thus have a longer flight time, allowing for more somersaults 
to be performed at a higher speed. A steeper angle also results in a skier rotating 
further before the point of takeoff, creating greater total rotation. 
 
 
Figure 2.2-4. Official FIS jump curvatures (www.fis-ski.com, 2007a). 
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2. 3 Equipment 
Freestyle skis are used in this discipline: they are shorter than alpine skis 
with a narrow width at the point of the foot binding and often get called ‘twin tips’ 
due to their tips at both ends of the ski. This enables a skier to ski backwards and 
perform tricks and jumps from a backwards stance, however these ‘switch’ jumps 
are not performed in the aerials event. The length of a freestyle ski varies 
according to the skier’s height and weight, and while there is no minimum or 
maximum length, commercial lengths range from 1.4-2.0m (www.volkl.com, 
2007). A shorter ski will enable an aerialist to twist more easily than when 
wearing a longer ski as it reduces the moment of inertia. There must be a trade-
off though between ease of twist and ease of skiing, as a longer ski will make 
maintaining balance upon landing easier. Currently it seems that competitors are 
electing for a shorter ski, typically around 1.5m. 
Ski stiffness is directly related to its behaviour (Mastrogiuseppe, 2007) and 
as such will need to be modeled correctly in order to produce an accurate 
simulation. The longitudinal stiffness of a ski is particularly important in aerials as 
the ski is deformed longitudinally in both the takeoff and landing phases. The only 
turning occurs to slow the aerialist down at the end of the landing phase, so 
torsional stiffness will not affect performance as much as longitudinal stiffness. 
Mastrogiuseppe (2007) investigated the contribution of a ski’s core material to its 
longitudinal stiffness. Results showed that for skis with identical construction 
methods but cores of differing types of wood, a ski’s stiffness could vary greatly. 
Stiffness coefficients varied from k = 6605 for the stiffest jatoba core ski, to k = 
4350 for the least stiff birch core ski. Yoneyama et al. (2010) tested the 
longitudinal stiffness of two Ogasaka Ski (Ogasaka Ski, 2012) wooden core skis 
and found stiffness values of k = 2687 and k = 2508. The varying results shown 
here demonstrate the wide range of ski stiffness’s available within just wooden 
core skis. 
The ski boots used in the event are normal ski boots, as would be used for 
alpine and other types of freestyle skiing. The FIS stipulate a maximum of 0.05m 
from the running surface of the ski and the ski boot sole and a maximum 0.043m 
depth of ski boot sole. This will change the height of the mass centre and is vital 
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to be included when calculating the distance of the mass centre from the snow 
surface. 
Competitors are also required to wear a helmet for all jumps, but there 
have been no safety standards or guidelines set for helmets used in freestyle 
aerials (Mecham et al., 1999). In a triple somersaulting jump a skier may rise up 
to eight metres (Luthi et al, 2006) above the top of the kicker, resulting in a fall of 
approximately 16 m before landing on a slope. This drop has been equated to a 
6.1 m drop onto a flat surface (Wylie, 1999). However due to the safety 
precautions put in place since the sport became governed by the FIS, there has 
never been a debilitating injury in freestyle aerial skiing (Wylie, 1999). Mecham et 
al. (1999) attached a tri-axial accelerometer to the helmets of the US freestyle 
aerials team for the training sessions of two consecutive winter competition 
seasons. Their results showed that when a ‘slapback’ (over-rotation before 
landing, resulting in a backwards fall onto the landing slope) occurred, the 
acceleration magnitudes recorded were ‘relatively high’. However when classified 
by the ‘Gadd Severity Index’ and the ‘Head Injury Criteria’, the impacts were 
considered to be low with regards to ‘life-threatening injury levels’. 
 
2. 4 The Aerials Event 
There are three very distinct phases of an aerials jump, the takeoff, the 
aerial phase and the landing. The following will review the existing literature on 
each of the three phases. However, due to the complexity of the aerial phase and 
its importance to the successful completion of a jump it has been investigated 
more than any other part of the jump to date. 
 
2. 4. 1 The Takeoff 
 Very little research has been conducted into the takeoff phase of an aerial 
jump. Luthi et al. (2006) performed a kinematic analysis of the takeoff using an 
automatic motion capture system at a summer training facility. The data was 
collected at night and the aerialists were jumping from a training ramp into a pool 
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of water. It would not currently be possible to conduct automatic motion capture 
of a full aerial jump on a snow slope in daylight due to the technology used in 
motion capture systems. They cannot be used in daylight or in highly reflective 
surroundings as high light levels interfere with the near infra-red light used to 
track the motion of the subject.  
 Luthi et al. (2006) found the average linear velocity at the end of the flat 
table phase and entry into the curvature of the kicker was 17 m.s-1; this 
decreased to 13.3 m.s-1 at the point of takeoff. 
 
2. 4. 2 The Aerial Phase 
The twisting somersaults that are performed in elite competition are also 
seen in artistic gymnastics and trampolining. Yeadon et al. (1990) developed a 
computer model to simulate the aerial motion of a human when performing 
twisting somersaults. This model was applied to the aerials event in order to 
determine the techniques used by elite skiers at the 1988 Calgary Winter 
Olympics, to generate the twisting motion for the aerial phase. 
A similar study was carried out by Luthi et al. (2006), using a motion 
analysis system to analyse the aerial phase of jumps by five different elite skiers. 
A rigid body model of the human in flight was applied in the analysis, allowing 
comparison between different jump techniques. The aim of this research was to 
apply the simulation model to maximise the number of twists per somersault. 
Two other studies have been published on the aerial phase, both 
concentrating on muscle activation using a portable EMG system. Huber et al. 
(2008) focused on the muscular coordination required to perform twisting 
somersaults in the required time constraints. They noted that muscle activation 
patterns for specific movements remain consistent between athletes and within 
jumps. A second study (Göbert et al., 2008) investigated the muscle activation 
timings in jumps of increasing complexity. It was found that when jump complexity 
increases, the muscle activation timings for the same movement are decreased 
compared to when performed in a jump of lower complexity, despite the 
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increased total flight time. For example the activation times were decreased for 
the lay and full twisting somersaults of a lay – tuck – full from those in a lay – full 
jump. This may be due a proportionately smaller time available to perform each 
somersault, and to the extra complexity of the tuck. A tuck requires a large 
change in body position, meaning activation times would need to be decreased to 
complete the movements in time. 
These results suggest that the same techniques are being used to perform 
set manoeuvres. A full model of an aerial jump would be able to optimise the 
simulation so that the most efficient technique is used to give enough time to 
perform manoeuvres correctly and be in an appropriate body position to ensure a 
safe landing. 
 
2. 4. 3 Landings 
 Aerialists’ landings can be compared to those of gymnasts landing from 
dismounts having performed a backwards somersault with a forwards mass 
centre velocity. Sheets and Hubbard (2007) predicted balanceable landings by 
splitting the landing into two different phases, a short duration impact phase and 
a longer balancing phase. The short impact phase calculated the impulses 
required to stop the feet and attenuate angular velocity, the longer balancing 
phase was characterised by a subject exerting control at the joints to prevent 
forwards movement and result in a stationary final position. 
 They found that for almost all balanceable landings the feet contacted the 
ground with the mass centre above the feet, between the toe and heel. Contact 
occurred with the mass centre in front of the toe only when a double somersault 
was completed with large angular velocities pre-impact. 
 It is important to note that although gymnastics landings are similar to 
aerials landings there are some key differences. Gymnastics landings occur on a 
flat surface that depresses with the application of force, aerialists land on a slope 
of 37° to the horizontal which is uneven and will not deform in a predictable 
manner. Also the aim of a gymnastics landing is to attenuate both angular and 
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linear velocity to prevent further forwards movement and finish in a stationary 
position. The goal of an aerials landing is to attenuate angular velocity and linear 
velocity normal to the landing slope. This is achieved while the aerialist travels 
down the landing slope and decreases linear velocity at the bottom of the slope. 
 
2. 5 Computer Simulation Models 
A simulation model is effectively a simplified representation of an athlete 
with the degree of simplification being decided by the designer of the model. 
Hatze (1981) created a 17-segment model for the takeoff phase in long jumping 
which included 46 separate muscle groups. In contrast Alexander (1990) created 
a two-segment model to determine the optimum approach speed for jumps for 
distance and height. This illustrates the decision facing the designer of a model: it 
can either be very simple and produce adequate results, or extremely complex 
and time consuming but produce what is thought to be an accurate simulation. 
 Essentially the two primary decisions when designing a model are the 
number of segments, and whether it will be angle or torque-driven. Angle-driven 
models are often more complex while torque-driven models are simpler with 
fewer segments and fewer degrees of freedom due to the difficulty in determining 
suitable muscle parameters (Yeadon and King, 2007). 
Another factor to consider when developing a model is the model-surface 
interface if there is to be one: for this research study it will be the ski-snow 
interface. Lind and Sanders (1996) suggest a typical value for the coefficient of 
friction (µ) as 0.04 however this is dependent on many variables. The angle of the 
slope, air temperature, skiing speed, weight of the skier, ski surface, age and 
moisture content of the snow can all contribute to the value of µ. Bäurle et al. 
(2007) developed a model to calculate the thickness of the snow-melt layer that 
forms between the snow and the ski due to the translational kinetic energy being 
transferred into heat. At temperatures of around -5°C the thickness of this layer 
was calculated to be between 30nm and 250nm and getting closer to 1µm when 
temperatures approach 0°C. The model also predicts the ‘relative real contact 
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area’ of the sliding surface on the snow and found that at temperatures of close to 
0°C the relative contact area can reach almost 100%. 
Like friction, the effect of drag will also be important to quantify in order to 
develop an accurate model. Lind and Sanders (1996) suggest a formula for 
calculating the effects of drag: 
FD = 1/2[(CD.A.ρ)].v2 
Where FD = force due to drag, CD = coefficient of drag, A = skier’s cross-sectional 
area, ρ = air density, v = velocity. 
Typical values are listed as: 
CD = 0.5   A = 0.4 m2   ρ = 1.2 kg/m3 
These values are for a skier adopting a squat position for a straight downhill glide. 
 
Leino et al. (1983) estimate that 10-40% of a downhill skier’s energy is spent on 
overcoming air resistance, the precise figure depending on weather conditions. 
This shows that air resistance can play a large part in slowing a skier down and 
the reason a tuck position is adopted in order to reduce a skier’s drag effect. A 
method for determining the combined effect on a skier of air resistance and snow 
friction was developed by Leino et al. (1983). Their results suggested that a skier, 
1.72m in height and with a mass of 70 kg, in an upright position wearing baggy 
clothes (as a freestyle aerial competitor does) will have a drag area of 0.8 m2 and 
a drag coefficient of 1.0. A second subject of 1.84m, 80 kg and a drag area of 1.3 
m2, wearing tight clothing, was measured to have a drag coefficient of 1.2. These 
results suggest that height, weight and clothing all effect drag and friction. 
Unfortunately ski lengths are not given for the subjects as it would be reasonable 
to assume that as a subject’s height and weight increased, so would the length of 
their skis. This could potentially increase the effects of friction due to the greater 
surface area in contact with the snow. Drag and snow friction seem to have a 
substantial effect on a skier’s velocity and need to be considered. Using the 
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correct values for each variable will be vital in developing a model that produces 
an accurate simulation. 
In order to accurately model human movement, inertia parameters are 
required for each of the segments that comprise the model. Inertia parameters 
consist of the segment length, mass, centre of mass location and moments of 
inertia. For a planar model only one moment of inertia value is required whereas 
three are needed for a three-dimensional model. Numerous methods of 
determining inertia parameters will be discussed here, several of which have 
previously been judged too time consuming and not suitable for central body 
segments such as the torso and pelvis (Yeadon and Challis, 1994). Plagenhoef et 
al. (1983) proposed water immersion for the determination of segment volume; 
Drillis et al. (1964) used reaction board measurements to determine mass centre 
locations and Hatze (1975) used the period of oscillation to determine a 
segment’s moment of inertia. 
 Yeadon and Challis (1994) list alternative methods which use a 
combination of cadaver and anthropometric data to estimate inertia parameters. 
Those that are based on cadaver data use regression equations (Hinrichs, 1985) 
and non-linear regression equations (Yeadon and Morlock, 1989), and rely on the 
subject being of similar morphology to that of the cadaver. Thus the methods that 
rely less on cadaver data, the geometric models of Hatze (1980), Jensen (1978) 
and Yeadon (1990b), are preferable. These models only use segment densities 
of the cadavers and should therefore be more accurate. They split the human 
body into a number of geometric solids, anthropometric measurements are taken 
to determine the dimensions of these solids and the density values used to 
calculate their inertial parameters. The parameters of these solids can then be 
used to determine the parameters of the specific segments required for a model. 
 The model of Yeadon (1990b) consists of 40 solids which can be used to 
produce a model of up to 20 segments; it requires 95 measurements to be taken. 
Hatze’s (1980) model requires 242 measurements for its 17 segments. The 
approximate time taken for an experienced operator to take the measurements 
for the Yeadon (1990b) model is under 30 mins and allegedly a similar amount of 
time to collect all the required measurements for the Hatze (1980) model. Time is 
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often at a premium when dealing with a subject so a quick method of obtaining 
reliable and accurate data will often be the preferred choice. When evaluating his 
model Yeadon (1990b) found the maximum error when estimating total body 
mass was 2.3%, which was comparable with the value of 1.8% from Jensen 
(1978) but much larger than that obtained by Hatze (1980). However Yeadon 
(1990b) also stated that the accuracy with which a model estimates total body 
mass is not a good indicator of its ability to estimate segmental masses and 
inertias. Instead it was proposed that as the model was developed in order to 
input segmental inertia parameters into a simulation model, the ability of the 
simulation model to match performance data would be a better indicator of 
accuracy. This evaluation of the model was performed using a computer 
simulation of aerial movement (Yeadon, 1990c). The model was found to produce 
maximum errors between simulation and recorded performance of 0.04 
revolutions for somersault, 7º for tilt and 0.12 revolutions for twist. 
It has been predicted (Yeadon and Challis, 1994) that the development of 
computer-aided tomography (Huang and Wu, 1976) and magnetic resonance 
imaging (Martin et al., 1989) will provide an alternative to geometric models in the 
future. This has so far not become the norm due to the expense of the equipment 
necessary to perform these types of analysis. However it is thought that they 
could provide a method of evaluating the accuracy of the much cheaper 
geometric models. 
When designing a model, anything that isn’t part of the body (in this study 
it will be the skis attached to the feet) can pose a problem. Gerritsen et al. (1996) 
modelled the ski as a single rigid beam with visco-elastic elements on the 
underside of the ski at the tail, middle and tip of the ski. Deformation of the ski at 
the tail and tip was assumed to be linearly elastic. However deformation under 
the middle of the ski is dependent upon the compression of the heel pad, ski 
boot, ski and snow and therefore non-linear elasticity parameters for this element 
were chosen to provide reasonable deformation values.  
The model was designed as part of an investigation into high-speed 
landings in downhill skiing and their contribution to anterior cruciate ligament 
(ACL) injuries. Due to the nature of the study no evaluation could be made for 
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simulations in which damage would be done to the ACL although the model was 
evaluated for non-injury trials and was considered to be ‘realistic’. A second ski 
model was designed to evaluate the effectiveness of the single rigid beam model. 
The second model consisted of five rigid parts connected by hinge joints with 
rotational springs and dampers. This model was more complex than the original 
and the simulation running times increased considerably but it produced near 
identical results to the original single beam model. This illustrates the dilemma of 
how complex to make a model. Webster and Brown (1995) also suggested that a 
ski could be represented as a single rigid segment, providing the damping 
parameter is correctly set. 
 These models suggest that a ski can be accurately modelled as a single 
rigid beam. However the experimental data was collected on a downhill slope and 
by the nature of freestyle aerials the skis will be forced to bend further than on a 
downhill slope. When sliding through a kicker the ski will bend to fit the curvature 
of that kicker and will also be forced to bend when a skier lands tails first from a 
jump. 
Angle-driven models are commonly used for aerial movement where there 
are no external forces present, except weight which acts through the mass 
centre, and the movement is not limited by the subject’s strength (Yeadon and 
King, 2007). These models need angle limits though to prevent an optimum 
technique being reached that a performer is not physically capable of.  
 Models with a human-surface interface are usually torque-driven although 
there are exceptions. Hiley and Yeadon (2003) designed a four segment model to 
simulate the swinging motion of a gymnast around a high bar. The model had 
damped springs at both ends of the arm segment, one to allow for the extension 
of the shoulder joint and spine, and one to replicate the deformation of the bar as 
the gymnast pulls on it. The inputs into the model were as follows: 
• Initial displacement of the bar 
• Initial velocity of the bar  
• Initial orientation of the arm  
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• Initial angular velocity of the arm  
• Joint angle time-histories of the shoulder, hip and knee 
 
These gave outputs of: 
• Horizontal and vertical bar displacement time-histories 
• Location of the CoM of the model 
• Velocity of the CoM of the model 
• Whole body rotation angle 
• Joint torques 
• Angular momentum of the body about its CoM 
Similarly to angle driven models, torque driven models require limits at each 
torque generator to ensure a result that is physically possible. 
The takeoff phase of an aerials jump is quite similar to a long swing on a high bar 
in that the predominant force of the motion is acting straight through the body and 
there is only limited joint movement. For an aerials jump movement can be 
observed at the knee and hip joints as well as the shoulder, but it is suggested 
that the aerialist should aim to maintain a stable position and ‘pop’ from the kicker 
at the point of takeoff with the arms leading the movement (Judges Handbook, 
www.fis-ski.com, 2007b). 
With the takeoff model it will be possible to optimise the takeoff conditions to 
generate the maximum amount of angular momentum before takeoff.  
When optimising the takeoff model it will be important to determine 
correctly the magnitude of the drag and friction effects as it has been shown that 
they can have a large effect on a skier in a downhill glide. If an optimisation 
produces an approach velocity that is too large because the drag effects have 
been underestimated then the simulation will not be accurate. 
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2. 6 Simulation Model Evaluation 
 Once a simulation model has been developed, it is essential that it is 
evaluated. The evaluation process should be undertaken before a model is used 
in applications (Yeadon and King, 2007). Evaluation determines how well a model 
simulates the motion in question by testing it against recorded experimental data. 
For a subject specific model it should be evaluated against experimental data 
from the specific subject, once a confidence has been gained about the model’s 
ability to accurately predict, it can then be used for other subjects. 
 Initial values for model input will be taken from the recorded experimental 
data, if a model is angle driven (Hiley and Yeadon, 2003) then the inputs will 
consist of joint angle time-histories. If a model is torque driven (Yeadon and King, 
2002) the initial values will be the activation time-histories for each torque 
generator (Yeadon and King, 2007). 
 A method for determining the outcome of a model must be determined 
when evaluating, in many cases a ‘difference score’ is used. This score must 
encompass all variables that are trying to be matched by the simulation such as 
joint angles, velocities and momentum values. If the model is also replicating the 
interaction with a surface, such as floor deformation, then this should also be 
included (Yeadon and King 2002). The model’s parameters are then varied to 
minimise the difference score and give a best match between the simulation and 
the experimental data. If a difference score of less than 10% is found, this can be 
regarded as acceptable for applications in sports biomechanics (Yeadon and 
King, 2007). 
 
2. 7 Kinetic Data Collection On Snow 
 There are several challenges to overcome when collecting force data in a 
snow environment. Due to the long distances involved in alpine skiing disciplines, 
the ever-changing course characteristics, variable snow conditions and temporary 
nature of many skiing venues it can be very difficult to install a permanent force 
platform anywhere. 
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 Kinetic data has previously been collected in situ with varying methods, 
however not for aerials. Virmavirta and Komi (1989) installed four force plates in 
the jumping platform of the 70m hill for the 1988 Calgary winter Olympics. The 
plates were constructed with load cells under each corner and calibrated two 
days prior to competition and again after competition using a point loader. Snow 
conditions were discovered to have changed significantly between calibrations 
and so results were not reliable. 
 Further data has been collected on Nordic skiing by Leppävuori et al. 
(1994). They created a makeshift force platform consisting of 20 horizontal 
beams instrumented with tri-axial strain gauges to measure 3D forces. The 
platform was calibrated in lab conditions and again in situ after a night’s snowfall. 
It was found that the ideal snow covering on the platform was 0.05-0.10m and 
concluded that it was ‘suitable for real-time measurement in the field’. 
 Both methods described so far have been used on the flat. The kicker for 
aerials, as has already been discussed, is curved and as such provides further 
problems to data collection. Klous et al. (2006) used ski dynamometers to 
measure joint loading of the legs whilst on a slope. The dynamometers 
constituted of small mobile Kistler (www.kistler.com, 2007) force plates in 
between the top ski surface and the binding plate for the boots. Errors for the 
recorded forces were measured to be 1-2%. 
Ski dynamometers provide the best practical solution to the problem of 
measuring accurate force data in aerial skiing however their cost is prohibitive. 
The weight of the devices will also alter the skier’s moment of inertia, posing a 
greater problem in aerial skiing than it did for Klous et al. (2007) in alpine 
disciplines.    
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Chapter 3 
Pilot Studies 
 
3. 1 Chapter Overview 
In this chapter a number of pilot studies are described. The first two 
involve analysis of numerous aerial skiing video clips, from which estimates of 
body position at takeoff and landing were made. These results were analysed to 
determine if it is possible to predict the outcome of a jump from only the 
measured variables. The final study analyses the design of the current FIS 
specifications for kicker curvature and uses simple energy equations to design a 
new kicker profile. 
 
3. 2 Takeoff Analysis 
Video recordings of aerials jumps were obtained via the Canadian 
Freestyle Skiing Association for aerials team members undergoing training at a 
summer training water jump facility. Instead of landing on snow the aerialists land 
in a large water tank with an air bubble facility that cushions the impact. 
The jumps, a mixture of double and triple somersaults, were analysed with 
the aim of identifying variables that could affect the outcome of a jump. A total of 
six variables were chosen and visual estimates were made of each variable upon 
viewing each jump when the feet were level with the top of the kicker. 
• Arm angle (AA) 
• Arched back (AB) 
• Foot-Shoulder angle (FSA) 
 
 
Figure 3.2-1. Sagittal plane illustration of variables at takeoff. 
AA 
FSA 
Arched Back  
(AB, degree of 
arching 0-2)  
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Arm Angle (AA) 
Foot-Shoulder  
Angle (FSA) 
Arched Back (AB) 
Of the six variables used in the analysis, three are illustrated in Figure 3.2-1, the 
others being the speed at which the skier enters the kicker (Sp), the number of 
somersaults performed (S) and the number of twists (T). 
 Arching of the back (AB) and foot-shoulder angle (FSA) were chosen as 
they were thought to have a potential effect on the angular momentum of the 
skier, as was the number of somersaults. Arm angle (AA) was selected as it could 
have a small effect on the moment of inertia of the skier. Both FSA and AA were 
recorded relative to the horizontal; therefore a larger angle should create more 
rotation. The number of twists performed was thought to affect the positioning of 
the arms and thus the moment of inertia of the skier. Whether or not the skier 
arched the back was recorded using a three-point scale: 
0 = no arching   1 = no arching but bent knees  2 = arched 
The speed of the skier was calculated using an estimate of the skier’s 
height (taken as 1.7m) to obtain a pixel per metre ratio, which was in turn used to 
calculate the length of the flat section before the start of the kicker. The number 
of frames taken to cover the calculated distance was recorded and the frame time 
of 0.033s (30 frames.s-1) used to calculate speed. Speed was chosen as a 
variable as it is reasonable that it will increase with rotation. 
 
Figure 3.2-2. Snapshot from analysis (jump 27). 
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As illustrated in Figure 3.2-2, it can be difficult to obtain a clear picture of 
the athlete at the point of takeoff due to the slow shutter speed of the video. This 
results in a blurry image in frame by frame playback and the slow recording 
frequency means the precise point of takeoff often occurs between two frames. 
When takeoff did occur between frames an estimation of the orientation angles 
was made by comparing the frames directly before and after takeoff. 
Each jump was assigned a performance score of -1, 0 or +1, a score of 0 
indicated a successful jump with -1 denoting under-rotation and +1 over-rotation. 
Because the skiers were landing in a pool and not on a slope then it was difficult 
to say whether the jump would actually be successful were it on a slope but an 
estimation was made. If the skier had completed the desired amount of rotation 
(somersaults and twists) in order to land feet first in the water with the skis as 
near as possible to parallel with the level of the water, then the jump was deemed 
successful.  
From viewing the data there did not appear to be any trends from the 
recorded data (see Table 3.2-1). There were a total of 58 jumps for which a full 
set of data could be acquired, 24 of these were regarded as unsuccessful jumps 
and so were assigned a performance score of ±1. Most jumps involved some 
degree of arching of the back, whether this is done deliberately to increase 
angular momentum, or is an effect of the curvature of the kicker and the resultant 
forces is unclear. The foot-shoulder and arm angles were large (150 – 180º) for 
most jumps, whether they were successful or not. 
The dependent variable (performance score) was linearly regressed 
against the six independent variables. A stepwise linear regression was used with 
an F-to-enter value of 0.1. Three regressions were performed, one included all 
the jumps, another just the double somersaults, and the third was just the triple 
somersaults. 
A predicted score of -0.5 or less was a given a performance score of -1, 
indicating under-rotation. Predicted scores between -0.49 and +0.49 were 
assigned a performance score of 0, and therefore successful. Any predicted 
score of +0.5 or over was given a score of +1, denoting over-rotation. 
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Results 
 
The results of the stepwise linear regression are detailed below (for detailed 
outputs tables from the regression, see Appendices A1-3): 
 
Analysis 1: All jumps 
58 jumps, 35 successful, 23 unsuccessful 
Regression equation: 
Score = 1.67+(-0.013*AA)+(0.155*Sp)+(-0.227*AB)+(-0.76*S) 
Significant variables: AA p=0.019 (p<0.05) 
2 jumps correctly predicted to under-rotate 
Total: 35 correct predictions, 23 incorrect predictions, 60% success rate 
 
Analysis 2: Double somersaults 
45 jumps, 27 successful, 18 unsuccessful 
Regression equation: 
Score = 0.928+(0.197*Tw)+(-0.009*AA)+(0.116*AB) 
Significant variables: No significant variables (p<0.05)  
Total: 24 correct predictions, 21 incorrect predictions, 53% success rate 
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Analysis 3: Triple somersaults 
13 jumps, 7 successful, 6 unsuccessful 
Regression equation: 
Score = -2.859+(-0.057*FSA)+(-1.226*Tw)+(0.803*Sp)+(-0.32*AB) 
Significant variables: Tw p=0.006, Sp p=0.009 (p<0.05) 
1 jump correctly predicted to over-rotate 
2 jumps correctly predicted to under-rotate 
Total: 9 correct predictions, 4 incorrect predictions, 69% success rate 
Table 3.2-1. Jump data and results of regression for analysis 2. 
Jump 
No. 
FSA [°] 
(rel to 
hor) 
AA [°] 
(rel to 
hor) 
AB Tw. Speed 
[m.s-1] 
Perf. 
Score 
Predicted 
Score 
Correct 
prediction? 
[Y/N] 
6 155 155 0 0 11.80 0 0 Y 
7 165 150 0 2 11.80 0 0 Y 
8 165 160 2 2 13.11 0 0 Y 
9 170 180 2 2 13.11 0 0 Y 
10 170 160 0 2 11.80 1 0 N 
11 165 165 1 1 11.80 0 0 Y 
12 155 145 0 2 12.42 0 0 Y 
13 175 175 2 2 11.80 0 0 Y 
14 175 170 2 2 11.80 0 0 Y 
15 170 165 0 0 11.80 -1 0 N 
16 170 150 0 2 12.42 0 0 Y 
17 170 170 0 2 11.80 -1 0 N 
20 165 160 0 0 11.24 -1 0 N 
21 170 170 0 2 11.80 -1 0 N 
22 170 180 2 2 12.42 0 0 Y 
23 175 165 2 0 11.80 0 -1 N 
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Jump 
No. 
FSA [°] 
(rel to 
hor) 
AA [°] 
(rel to 
hor) 
AB Tw. Speed 
[m.s-1] 
Perf. 
Score 
Predicted 
Score 
Correct 
prediction? 
[Y/N] 
25 170 165 1 2 12.42 0 0 Y 
26 175 170 0 2 13.11 -1 0 N 
29 170 170 0 3 13.11 0 0 Y 
30 165 160 2 2 12.42 0 0 Y 
45 165 160 0 2 12.42 1 0 N 
46 160 160 2 2 11.80 0 0 Y 
47 175 170 0 2 11.80 0 0 Y 
48 175 175 2 1 11.80 0 0 Y 
49 165 165 0 2 12.42 1 0 N 
82 170 170 2 1 12.42 -1 0 N 
83 150 155 2 0 11.24 -1 0 N 
85 180 180 1 1 12.42 -1 0 N 
86 170 110 0 0 10.26 0 0 Y 
87 165 165 0 0 10.26 0 0 Y 
89 180 120 2 0 9.84 0 0 Y 
91 165 160 1 1 12.42 -1 0 N 
92 170 165 2 0 10.73 0 -1 N 
93 175 165 0 0 10.73 -1 0 N 
94 180 185 2 1 10.73 0 -1 N 
95 180 140 2 1 10.73 0 0 Y 
98 160 140 0 1 10.73 -1 0 N 
102 175 175 2 0 11.24 1 -1 N 
103 165 160 2 0 11.24 0 -1 N 
104 175 120 2 2 10.73 0 0 Y 
105 175 120 0 2 10.73 1 0 N 
112 160 160 2 1 11.24 0 0 Y 
114 165 90 0 3 10.73 1 1 Y 
117 150 150 0 1 11.24 0 0 Y 
118 150 150 0 2 10.73 -1 0 N 
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Table 3.2-2. Jump data and results of regression for analysis 3. 
Jump 
No. 
FSA [°] 
(rel to 
hor) 
AA [°] 
(rel to 
hor) 
AB Tw. Speed 
[m.s-1] 
Perf. 
Score 
Predicted 
Score 
Correct 
prediction? 
[Y/N] 
19 180 175 2 1 18.05 0 0 Y 
24 180 175 2 1 18.05 1 0 N 
27 180 175 2 1 17.05 0 -1 N 
28 180 175 2 1 17.05 0 -1 N 
31 165 160 0 1 18.05 1 1 Y 
32 180 175 2 2 19.18 1 0 N 
58 180 175 2 2 18.05 -1 -1 Y 
64 180 170 1 1 18.05 0 0 Y 
73 180 170 0 2 18.05 -1 -1 Y 
80 185 180 2 2 18.05 -1 -1 Y 
81 185 185 0 1 18.05 0 0 Y 
88 180 185 2 2 19.18 0 0 Y 
101 180 160 0 2 19.18 0 0 Y 
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Discussion 
The regression analysis shows that using the current data set and method 
of regression that the outcome of a jump can be predicted with moderate 
accuracy. The variables were chosen as they were thought to be the contributing 
factors to angular velocity, linear velocity and angular momentum at the point of 
takeoff. More arching of the back and greater arm and foot-shoulder angles, are 
thought to generate more angular momentum by leaning the body back further, 
thus increasing angular velocity. A high linear velocity should translate into a high 
angular velocity given the shape of the kicker, and a higher number of twists 
could indicate more body extension is needed to accommodate the twists. The 
scales for each variable were assigned so that a larger number would signify 
greater rotation. 
This trend should be illustrated by the coefficients of each variable in the 
regression equations. If a large value for a variable is thought to contribute to 
greater rotation, and therefore a positive performance score, one would expect 
the coefficient of that variable to be positive, however this is not always the case. 
For both analysis one and two, the arm angle has a negative coefficient, for 
analyses one and three the arched back coefficient is negative and for analysis 
three the foot-shoulder angle is negative. 
The results obtained in this study are based on estimations made from a 
handheld camera and so are not as accurate as they possibly could be were 
other methods to be used. The viewing angle is not fixed and so the variation in 
perspective may contribute to inconsistent estimates of joint angles. This could 
explain the negative coefficients for the arm and foot-shoulder angles, as these 
are only marginally negative (AA: 0.013, -0.009. FSA: -0.057). 
The arched back variable is used in the regression equation for each 
analysis. Its coefficient is negative in analyses one and three but positive for 
analysis two. This could possibly be explained by less of a need to generate 
angular momentum when performing triple somersaults, and more of a need to 
remain controlled with a straight body position, as there is a longer time of flight to 
make adjustments that would affect the body orientation at the landing point. A 
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longer flight time, allowing more time for adjustments, would decrease the 
correlation between takeoff position and jump outcome and could potentially 
decrease the ability to predict successfully. This doesn’t appear to be the case 
though as analysis three actually has the highest percentage of correct 
predictions. 
The amount of data available is also a problem though, for the third 
analysis it was only possible to calculate approach speed for thirteen jumps. Data 
from many more jumps would be needed to determine if this type of analysis 
could be used as a reliable tool for quick feedback and analysis for an aerialist. 
Caution should also be taken were the equations produced from this 
analysis to be used to predict the outcome of jumps on snow. The decision about 
whether or not a jump is successful in this analysis may not be the same as it is 
on snow.  
The orientation of the skis upon the point of entry into the water was the 
primary factor in deciding the outcome in this analysis. It may well be that two 
skiers entering the water with the same ski orientation could have varying angular 
velocities and body orientations, resulting in two completely different jump 
outcomes were they to land on snow. In this study it is hard to distinguish 
between those that may just have landed successfully on snow, and those that 
may just have fallen onto their back and landed unsuccessfully. 
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Tip 
Height 
(TH) [m] 
Torso Angle (TA),  
above horizontal [°] 
Arm Angle 
(AA), above 
horizontal [°] 
Landing Hill 
3. 3 Freestyle Aerials Landing Technique Analysis 
A DVD of freestyle aerial skiing competition jumps was provided by the 
aerials coach of the Canadian Freestyle Skiing Association for analysis. The DVD 
was converted to 118 mpegs of individual jumps. The aim of the analysis was to 
identify any variable or combination of variables which can be used to predict 
whether a landing will be successful or not. 
  Each jump was viewed and estimations of body orientation angles at the 
point of contact of the skis with the landing slope were made. Figure 3.3-1 
illustrates the measurements that were estimated and the abbreviations they 
were given. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3-1. Sagittal plane illustration of variables at point of landing. 
As Figure 3.3-2 demonstrates, analysis of video data shot with a handheld 
camera can be difficult. Errors are likely when determining the horizontal 
reference for the torso and arm angles because the orientation of the camera is 
unknown and the gradient of the slope can only be estimated. 
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Figure 3.3-2. Snapshots from video analysis (jump 60). 
 
Identifying the exact point of touchdown for the skis also carries inherent 
errors. Only using 50 Hz or 60 Hz video to track a jump will lead to a large 
amount of movement between frames. This makes identifying the exact point of 
touchdown difficult as it will often be between frames. The slow shutter speed 
used for the current video data means identifying if the ski has actually made 
contact with the snow is difficult as it leads to a blurred image in playback. 
 The current video data is sufficient for the degree of accuracy needed in 
this preliminary study, although if more detailed analysis were to be performed it 
would require properly calibrated video data with a higher recording frequency 
and adjustable shutter speed. 
The number of somersaults performed (NS) was also noted for each jump 
and the reported analysis can be seen in Table 3.3-2. 
 Of the 118 individual video clips 35 were not included in the analysis as a 
full data set was not obtainable. This was either as a result of the landing being 
obscured in the video, or because the athlete crashed and no landing of note took 
place. 
Tip height (TH) 
Horizontal 
Horizontal 
Arm angle (AA) 
Torso angle (TA) 
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Having viewed over one hundred snow landings of freestyle aerials and analysed 
each one, the following speculations were made. 
Primary reasons for unsuccessful landings: 
• Over rotation, leading to an extended body position (arms and torso 
aligned with little hip flexion) to try and reduce the speed of rotation. This 
moves the centre of mass backwards, relative to the skis, and results in a 
backwards fall. 
• Under rotation, leading to an overly flexed body position. The centre of 
mass is in front of the feet and results in a forwards fall. 
• Poor leg form (crossing of skis/spreading of legs) during the aerial phase 
leading to poor leg position for landing. 
Successful landing position: 
• Tips lower than approximately 40cm at tail contact, torso between 0 and 
50 degrees above the horizontal with arms outstretched in front of the 
torso, not above the head. 
During the analysis it was clear that any landing in which the tips of the skis 
touched the snow first resulted in a fall forwards and an unsuccessful landing. 
Due to this, any landing in which tips touched first, or a forwards fall was 
observed, was removed from the analysis (details of these seven jumps can be 
seen in Table 3.3-3). In order to test the above speculations, a linear regression 
was performed to determine the most influential variables in predicting if a landing 
will be successful or not. 
 
A performance score was assigned to all trials, with the following code: 
0 = Successful landing 
1 = Successful landing but with some sitting back 
2 = Unsuccessful landing with a backwards fall 
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A stepwise linear regression was performed on all 68 trials for which a full data 
set was obtained, using the statistical analysis package SPSS. The three 
independent variables illustrated in Figure 3.3-1, torso angle (TA), tip height (TH) 
and arm angle (AA), as well as number of somersaults (NS), were regressed 
against the dependent variable of performance score, using an F to enter value of 
0.5. Where the two arms were determined to be at different angles (see Table 
3.3-2), an average of the values was used. 
The output of the regression (see Appendix A-4) gave the following equations: 
All independent variables:  
 PS=(0.021*TA)+(1.043*TH)+(0.05*AA)+(0.076*NS)-0.76   [1] 
TA: 
 PS=(0.026*TA)-0.393        [2] 
TA+TH: 
 PS=(0.022*TA)+(1.285*TH)-0.451      [3] 
TA+TH+AA: 
 PS=(0.021*TA)+(1.078*TH)+(0.005*AA)-0.57     [4] 
Equations 1-4 were used to predict the performance for all of the 68 trials 
detailed. Any prediction between -0.5 and +0.49 was considered to be ‘0’, +0.5 to 
+1.49 was a ‘1’ and +1.5 to +2.49 a ‘2’. Equation 3 predicted the most correctly, 
however 32 out of 68 (a prediction percentage of under 50%) was considered 
disappointing.  
The predictions were subsequently reorganised into ‘successful’ and 
‘unsuccessful’ landings. Any prediction of <1.50 was classed as a successful 
landing and anything ≥1.50 as unsuccessful. The same was done to the actual 
performance scores for each jump and the results were compared again. 
The four regression equations all produced the same results, matching 57 
outcomes. The 11 jumps that weren’t matched were the same for all four 
regression equations. 
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The prediction percentage calculated when using the reclassified data is 
84%, a marked improvement upon the previous value. It is of worth to note that 
the 11 jumps that were not predicted correctly were all unsuccessful jumps with a 
performance score of 2. 
The coefficient for each variable is positive, suggesting that the larger the 
value for that variable, the higher the predicted score will be. This correlates with 
the speculations made previously, as larger arm and torso angles, as well as tip 
heights, would indicate an extended body. Aerialists extend their body to increase 
their moment of inertia and attenuate their angular velocity, something that would 
be key to landing successfully if the aerialist felt they were over-rotating whilst in 
flight. A positive coefficient for each variable will contribute to a larger predicted 
score. If the score is too large, above 1.5, suggesting the aerialist is still extended 
at the point of landing, it would indicate they have been unable to attenuate their 
angular velocity enough to land successfully. 
All jumps listed in Table 3.3-1 were predicted a performance score of 1 by 
all four of the regression equations. Upon further inspection of these jumps it is 
clear that they were all only marginally over rotated at the point of landing. Each 
athlete landed with their arms above their head, suggesting that they knew they 
were over rotating and trying to increase their moment of inertia in order to 
reduce their angular velocity. Many of the jumps in Table 3.3-1 received a 
prediction of 1.167 with equation 3. This suggests that the torso angle needed to 
produce this prediction (+60°) is on the cusp of what is possible to land 
successfully or not. Of the remaining 57 jumps, a further six were awarded a 
performance score of 2. These six were more dramatically unsuccessful, due to 
the athlete not controlling the body position and angular velocity in flight, resulting 
in large over rotation or twist. These six jumps were correctly predicted as 
unsuccessful. The 40 successful jumps were correctly predicted as successful. 
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Table 3.3-1. Prediction scores for unmatched jumps. 
Jump 
Number 
Predicted Score (Equation) Actual Performance 
Score 1 2 3 4 
2 0.8826 0.907 0.906 0.9206 2 
10 1.0098 1.167 0.9975 1.0478 2 
24 1.1897 1.167 1.06175 1.1517 2 
31 1.3514 1.167 1.2545 1.3134 2 
50 1.4053 1.167 1.31875 1.3673 2 
56 0.9903 0.777 0.98875 0.9523 2 
63 1.1842 1.167 1.383 1.1462 2 
69 1.4208 1.427 1.2175 1.3828 2 
72 0.878 1.167 0.869 0.84 2 
87 1.1842 1.167 1.383 1.1462 2 
111 1.0707 0.517 0.833 1.1087 2 
 
This brief analysis indicates that it is possible to predict the ultimate outcome of a 
landing when given only the initial conditions, with 84% accuracy. The initial 
analysis suggests that the torso angle is the best predictor of performance 
outcome. However when this angle reaches the 50-70° range the predictions 
seem to become less accurate. This requires further investigation before any 
definite conclusions can be drawn. Any further analysis would require accurately 
recorded angles in order to improve on what has already been conducted. Were 
this to be done, using digitised video data or automatic motion tracking, the 
recording of the angles would involve less potential for error and it is reasonable 
to assume that the prediction percentage of 84% could be improved upon. 
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Table 3.3-2. Freestyle aerials landing analysis. 
Jump 
No. 
Tip 
Height 
/m 
Torso 
Angle 
(Rel. to 
Hor.) 
Arm 
Angle 
(Rel. to 
Hor.) 
Som. 
No. 
Outcome Perf. 
Score 
Reason 
1 0.15 +20 +40/-10 
(L/R) 
2 Successful, sits 
back but regains 
standing position 
0  
2 0.2 +50 +45 2 Unsuccessful, 
bounced off skis 
onto back 
2 Over-rotated and 
extended body 
position 
3 0.3 +15 -10 2 Successful, some 
knee flexion but 
doesn’t touch snow 
0  
4 0.25 +45 -30 2 Successful, some 
knee flexion but 
doesn’t touch snow 
1  
5 0.15 +50 +40 2 Successful, large 
knee flexion 
0  
6 0.1 +70 +10 2 Successful 0  
7 Flat +40 +35 2 Successful 0  
10 0.1 +60 +50 2 Fell back and hit 
head, bounced 
back to standing 
2 Extended body 
position 
12 0.15 +15 -5/-45 2 Successful, slight 
lean forward 
0  
13 0.2 +10 0/-90 2 Successful, slight 
lean forward 
0  
14 0.05 +60 +50 2 Successful, leans 
back but corrects 
self 
0  
15 Flat +60 0/-30 2 Successful, large 
knee flexion but 
stand up 
1  
16 Flat +20 -10/-100 2 Successful, big 
lean forward but 
stands 
0  
17 0.1 +50 +05/0 2 Successful, 
touches ground but 
stays up 
1  
18 0.05 +45 0 2 Successful 0  
19 Flat +30 -05 2 Successful, slight 
forward lean 
0  
21 Flat +30 -15 2 Successful 0  
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Jump 
No. 
Tip 
Height 
/m 
Torso 
Angle 
(Rel. to 
Hor.) 
Arm 
Angle 
(Rel. to 
Hor.) 
Som. 
No. 
Outcome Perf. 
Score 
Reason 
22 Flat +50 +10 2 Successful, leans 
back to touch 
ground 
0  
24 0.15 +60 +60 3 Unsuccessful, rolls 
onto back 
2 Extended body 
position 
27 0.2 +35 0/-50 3 Successful 0  
29 0.3 +25 -30 3 Successful 0  
30 0.1 +45 0/-05 
(L/R) 
3 Successful, legs 
too wide 
1  
31 0.3 +60 +60 3 Unsuccessful, falls 
back and skis fall 
off 
2 Extended body 
position 
35 0.1 +35 -20/-40 3 Successful 0  
36 0.25 +45 -30 3 Successful 0  
37 0.1 +10 -90 3 Successful 0  
40 0.1 +45 +20/-20 3 Successful, nearly 
sits on tails 
1  
41 0.1 +25 +05/-30 3 Successful, legs 
spread wide and 
sits back 
1  
43 Flat +40 +25 3 Successful 0  
46 0.3 +20 +15 3 Successful 0  
47 0.15 +45 +30/0 3 Successful, large 
knee flexion but 
stands up 
1  
48 0.25 +10 -90 3 Successful, large 
knee flexion and 
leg spread 
1  
49 0.1 +30 -75 3 Successful, hands 
graze ground 
0  
50 0.35 +60 +60 3 Unsuccessful, falls 
onto back but 
bounces back 
2 Over-rotated 
51 0.1 +35 -60 3 Successful 0  
52 0.05 +50 +40 3 Successful 0  
53 Flat +15 -70 3 Successful, hands 
touch in front of 
feet 
0  
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Jump 
No. 
Tip 
Height 
/m 
Torso 
Angle 
(Rel. to 
Hor.) 
Arm 
Angle 
(Rel. to 
Hor.) 
Som. 
No. 
Outcome Perf. 
Score 
Reason 
54 Flat +15 -30 3 Successful, hands 
touch in front of 
feet 
0  
55 Flat +40 +20 3 Successful 0  
56 0.35 +45 +40 3 Unsuccessful, falls 
onto back but 
bounces back 
2 Extended body 
position 
58 0.35 +75 +60 3 Unsuccessful, falls 
onto side 
2 Poor leg form, 
over-rotation and 
extended body 
position 
60 0.4 +30 -20 3 Successful 0  
61 0.05 +45 +20 3 Successful 0  
63 0.4 +60 -10/0 
(L/R) 
3 Unsuccessful, falls 
onto back 
2 Slight over-
rotation 
64 0.7 +110 +110 3 Unsuccessful, falls 
onto back 
2 Over-rotation, 
poor leg form 
throughout 
66 0.4 +25 -90 3 Successful 0  
67 Flat +20 -70 3 Successful, leans 
forward but 
remains upright 
0  
68 0.1 +10 -100 3 Successful, large 
backwards lean 
1  
69 0.1 +70 +75 3 Unsuccessful, falls 
backwards and to 
the side 
2 Over-twist 
70 Flat +30 -45 3 Successful, leg 
spread 
0  
71 0.1 +20 -70 3 Successful, large 
knee flexion 
0  
72 Flat +60 +30 3 Unsuccessful, falls 
backwards 
2 Slight over-
rotation 
74 0.3 +30 -05 3 Successful 0  
79 0.15 +45 +30/-20 3 Successful 1  
81 0.2 +45 -45 3 Successful 0  
82 0.1 +55 +20 3 Successful 0  
84 0.3 +50 -15 3 Successful, sits 
back on skis 
1  
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Jump 
No. 
Tip 
Height 
/m 
Torso 
Angle 
(Rel. to 
Hor.) 
Arm 
Angle 
(Rel. to 
Hor.) 
Som. 
No. 
Outcome Perf. 
Score 
Reason 
87 0.4 +60 +20/-10 3 Unsuccessful, falls 
backwards 
2 Over-rotation and 
extended body 
position 
88 1 +80 +80 3 Unsuccessful, slips 
onto back and skis 
come off 
2 Over-rotation, 
extended body 
position 
89 0.35 +45 +45/-10 3 Successful 1  
90 0.25 +30 0 3 Successful, large 
knee flexion 
1  
91 Flat +35 -65 3 Successful, large 
knee flexion 
1  
93 0.15 +50 -10/0 
(L/R) 
3 Successful 0  
97 0.2 +15 -05 2 Successful 0  
109 0.35 
(lands 
backwar
ds) 
+85 +180/+9
0 
3 Unsuccessful, skis 
come off, slides 
down hill 
2 Over-
twist/rotation 
111 0.4 +35 -60/-145 2 Unsuccessful, falls 
backwards but 
bounces back 
2 Poor leg form, 
slight over-
rotation 
112 0.2 +80 +90 3 Unsuccessful, falls 
onto back and skis 
come off 
2 Over-rotated, 
extended body 
position 
118 0.3 +85 +90 3 Unsuccessful, falls 
backwards 
2 Over-rotation, 
extended body 
position 
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Table 3.3-3. Freestyle aerial landings not used in regression analysis. 
Jump 
No. 
Tip 
Height 
/m 
Torso 
Angle 
(Rel. to 
Hor.) 
Arm 
Angle 
(Rel. to 
Hor.) 
Som. 
No. 
Outcome Reason 
38 Flat/Tip 
first 
-30 -80 3 Unsuccessful, performs 
forwards somersault on 
landing 
Poor leg form, 
under rotation 
45 Flat 
(side-
on) 
+20? ? 3 
 
Unsuccessful, falls onto 
side 
Under 
rotation/twist 
65 Tips 
first 
-10 -120 3 Unsuccessful, lands tips 
first resulting in forwards 
rotation and falls front first 
into slope 
Under rotation, 
poor leg form 
86 0.2 +05 -80 3 Unsuccessful, falls 
forwards 
Under rotation, 
mass centre 
too far forward 
106 Flat -30 -40/-90 3 Unsuccessful, falls 
forwards 
Under rotated, 
mass centre 
too far forward 
108 Tips 
first 
-20 -90 3 Unsuccessful, falls 
forwards 
Under rotated, 
ski tips catch in 
snow 
113 Tip 
first/0.2 
-75 -100 2 Unsuccessful, rolls 
forwards as left ski gets 
caught in snow 
Under rotated, 
poor leg form 
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3. 4 Design of Kicker Profile 
It is visually evident that a freestyle aerial skier is subjected to large 
impact forces at the point of landing from the jump. When performing a triple 
somersaulting jump from the largest kicker a skier can fall around 14 m from the 
highest point, onto a slope of broken snow. What is less evident is the amount 
of loading the body encounters during the takeoff phase of the jump as the skier 
rotates through the kicker. 
The FIS give specifications for the profile of the structure upon which 
snow is placed to form a kicker. A kicker is split into a number of sections, each 
of which is 0.6m long and when placed at the pre-specified angle relative to the 
previous section, create the curved profile of a kicker. A layer of snow, 
approximately 0.1m deep is then applied to the structure to form the final shape. 
Figure 3.4-1 shows specifications for three different kicker profiles, the 
largest ‘big/triple’ kicker is used to perform the highest scoring and most 
complex combinations of manoeuvres. This study will focus solely on the design 
of this specific kicker and how it could potentially be modified to produce a 
smoother takeoff than the current kicker profile generates. 
 In order to calculate an estimate of the loading on the body as it travels 
through the kicker, it is important to have an understanding of the kinematics 
and kinetics of the movement. Previous research (Luthi et al., 2006) has 
recorded an average linear velocity of 17m.s-1 for the skier at the end of the flat 
table phase, prior to entry into the large kicker. Linear velocity decreases to 
13.3m.s-1 at the point of takeoff and a height of 8m above the kicker was 
reached. Luthi’s experimental data was collected on a summer training slope 
from which the skiers jump into a pool of water instead of landing on a snow 
slope. The training slope allows skiers to perform and practice new jumps from 
a competition sized kicker in the summer months without the danger of a heavy 
landing or a crash on snow. 
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Figure 3.4-1. Schematic of FIS kicker curvature (FIS, 2007a). 
 
The following work shows how this information was used to model the 
changes in linear (vg) and angular (ω) velocity as well the resultant force felt by 
the skier as they progress through the kicker until the point of takeoff. 
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Several assumptions were made in order to model the takeoff phase: 
• The skier was modelled as a single rigid segment, fixed at 90º to the 
tangent of the kicker curvature 
• The skier’s centre of mass (CoM) is located one metre from the skis 
• The skier’s body mass is 75 kg 
• The skier’s moment of inertia (I) with skis is 20 kg.m2 
 
In order to calculate the angular velocity of the skier at a given point, the radius 
of a circle that fits the curvature of the kicker at that point must be known. This 
was done using a computer programme written in FORTRAN which takes the x 
and y coordinates of three successive points along the kicker and calculates the 
radius of a circle which fits through them. The programme was used to calculate 
the radius of a circle at the first 12 points along the specified curvature of the 
‘big triple’ (www.fis-ski.com, 2007a). It is not possible to calculate a radius for 
the final point using this method. The specifications list the change in angle 
between each of the 13, 0.6m long sections that create the structure of each 
jump. Knowing the length of each section and the angle at which it is fixed 
enables one to calculate the (x,y) position of the start of each section, and 
therefore the mass centre location, relative to the start of the kicker.  
Taking Luthi et al’s. (2006) 17m.s-1 as a starting value for the skier entering 
the curvature of the kicker and using the principle of conservation of energy it is 
possible to calculate the angular velocity and acceleration of the skier’s CoM at 
each of the points along the kicker. The principle means that as a mass falls, its 
potential energy (Ep) is converted into kinetic energy (EK), and conversely as a 
mass gains height then its kinetic energy is converted into potential energy. 
Ep = m.g.Δh     (1) 
Ek = ½(m.vg2) + ½(IG.ω2) = ½[m.r2+IG].ω2     (2) 
r = radius of curvature – height of CoM from feet (1 m) 
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Applying this principle to a skier rotating along a freestyle aerial kicker means 
that the kinetic energy lost between the entry into the kicker and the point of 
takeoff is equal to the gain in potential energy due to the elevation of the skier’s 
CoM. This results in the following equation: 
ΔEP = EKi – EKi+1     (3) 
i = known point on curve of kicker  
When m, g, Δh, IG and ωi are known then both ΔEP and EKi can be 
calculated for equation (3). This leaves ωi+1 as the only unknown of EKi+1 and 
can be calculated with the following rearrangement of equation (3): 
ωi+1
2 = [EKi – EP] / ½[m.ri+12+IG]     (4) 
When travelling at such high speed it is inevitable that a body will be 
slowed due to the effects air resistance, also called drag, and friction between 
the ski surface and the snow. Incorporating the energy lost by these effects into 
the calculations will give a more accurate model of the conditions. 
The retarding force due to air resistance and friction, acting on the mass 
centre in opposition to velocity vg, can be defined as: 
F = k.vg2     (5) 
k = Combined drag/friction coefficient, governing the magnitude of F in 
proportion to vg 
 Knowing that work done against this force will be equal to the force 
multiplied by the distance travelled by the mass centre, one can calculate the 
work done using: 
W = [k.vgi2].[r/R]Δs     (6) 
R = radius of curvature, [r/R]Δs = distance travelled by centre of mass 
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Incorporating equation (6) into equation (4) gives: 
ωi+1
2 = [EKi – EP – W] / ½[m.ri+12+IG]     (7) 
Fixing the skier at 90º to the kicker at all times means the skier is rotating 
about a fictional point at the centre of the radius calculated by the FORTRAN 
program, and not about its CoM. As a result, when ωi+1 is known one can then 
determine the linear velocity (8) and radial acceleration (9), as well as the 
reaction force in body weights acting on the body at point i+1 (10). 
vg = r.ω     (8) 
a = vg2/r     (9) 
Newton’s second law of motion: R – [m.g.cosθ] = m.[vg2/r] (10) 
Converting R into bodyweights: R = {[m.(vg2/r)]+m.g.cosθi+1} / m.g    (11) 
θi+1 = slope angle of kicker at point i+1. 
By examining the FIS specifications it is evident that the change in angle 
between each segment of the kicker varies greatly, as Figure 3.4-1 shows. It is 
logical to conclude from this that the reaction force felt by the skier upon sliding 
along the kicker will also vary greatly. Using equation (11) it is possible to 
calculate how R varies. 
 
The FIS values produce a minimum reaction force of 2.68 BW and a maximum 
of 10.80 BW. This does seem like a large variation but it is not just the 
magnitude of variation that would affect the skier, it is the way in which it is 
achieved. The seeming randomness of the angle changes leads to continual 
changes in the reaction force. This could prove disruptive to the aerialist, as in 
order to score high marks for the takeoff phase they must hold a steady position 
with little or no change in body position. 
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Figure 3.4-2. Normal reaction force profile of FIS triple kicker. 
 
As the current kicker profile appears to be detrimental to performance a new 
kicker profile was designed that reduced the variability of the normal reaction 
force, whilst maintaining the same curvature and angle at takeoff so that 
performance could be maintained (see Table 3.4-1).  
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The new kicker was designed with the final three angle changes matched to 
those of the FIS kicker: 
Table 3.4-1. Profile angle comparisons.  
 FIS Profile New Profile 
Segment Angle Change Angle Change 
1 5.5 5.5 2.5 2.5 
2 8.5 3.0 5.5 3.0 
3 12.0 3.5 8.5 3.0 
4 15.0 3.0 12.0 3.5 
5 20.0 5.0 16.0 4.0 
6 24.0 4.0 20.5 4.5 
7 32.5 8.5 25.5 5.0 
8 35.0 2.5 31.0 5.5 
9 41.5 6.5 37.0 6.0 
10 44.0 2.5 44.0 7.0 
11 53.5 9.5 53.5 9.5 
12 64.5 11.0 64.5 11 
13 70.0 5.5 70.0 5.5 
 
Prior to the final three points of the new kicker, the angle changes were 
designed to be gradually increasing, with no large changes. Evidence of this 
can be seen in figures 3.4-3 and 3.4-4, a graphical comparison of the two 
profiles and the path that the centre of mass (CoM) takes as it travels up the 
kicker. 
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Figure 3.4-3. Profile comparison between the two kickers. 
 
Figure 3.4-4. Radius of CoM path comparison between the two kicker designs. 
The radius at the final point tends to infinity: as previously explained it is not 
possible to calculate the radius of the thirteenth point on the kicker. 
 The primary aim of the new kicker is to reduce the variability in normal 
reaction force produced as a skier slides through the kicker. By creating a more 
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gradual curvature it is reasonable to assume that this will in turn create a 
steadier increase in normal reaction force. 
 
Figure 3.4-5. Normal reaction force comparison between the two kicker designs. 
This demonstrates that the new kicker design is successful in reducing the 
variability of the normal reaction force thereby producing a smoother takeoff, 
which should be of benefit to competitors. 
Table 3.4-2. Key values in comparing new kicker design with FIS kicker. 
Value FIS Profile New Profile 
Radius of CoM prior to takeoff [m] 2.13 2.13 
Peak normal reaction force [BW] 10.80 9.06 
Minimum normal reaction force [BW] 2.68 3.26 
Greatest change of reaction force between segments [BW] 6.82 2.01 
 
It was key in designing the new kicker that the performance characteristics, in 
terms of conditions at takeoff, were maintained. The angle of takeoff has been 
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maintained and comparable angular velocities at takeoff have been achieved by 
matching the final three points on the two curves. 
 
Figure 3.4-6. Angular velocity comparison between the two kicker designs. 
The results of this analysis demonstrate that it is possible to design a kicker 
profile that isn’t characterised by a fluctuating normal reaction force. The new 
design provides a markedly smoother alternative to the FIS profile that keeps 
the same takeoff characteristics so performance shouldn’t be changed. 
 It appears that it is necessary to have a tight curvature at some point in 
the kicker in order to produce a sufficiently high angular velocity. This means 
that the peak normal reaction force will remain high at approximately 9 BW. 
Though by placing this tight curvature towards the end of the kicker it removes 
the necessity for a large angle change followed by a small change, thus 
smoothing the normal reaction force. 
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Chapter 4 
4.1 Data Collection 
 
4. 1. 1 Chapter Overview 
This chapter describes the experimental protocol used to collect 
kinematic and inertia data from a World Cup standard aerial skier. The 
equipment used is also outlined as well as a description of the collection 
environment and the problems it posed. 
 
4. 1. 2 Participant 
The participant was a 21-year-old male who had one year of experience 
competing at the elite FIS World Cup level. His performances in this year saw 
him awarded the ‘Rookie of the Year’ prize for the highest placed athlete in their 
debut season at World Cup level. The participant was 1.76 m tall and had a 
mass of 70.2 kg whilst wearing his clothing and a suit to aid the identification of 
joint centres. The participant’s boots, helmet and gloves added a further 5.4 kg 
to his mass. 
 
4. 1. 3 Collection Environment 
Data was collected at the Meiringen-Hasliberg training facility of the 
Swiss freestyle skiing team. The facility provides a winter training base for the 
team and is also the location of an FIS sanctioned Europa Cup competition. The 
jumping area consisted of just three kickers, a single, a double and a triple. All 
jumps recorded for this study were triple somersaults performed from the triple 
kicker. 
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Figure 4.1.3-1. Triple kicker with calibration poles in situ at Meiringen-Hasliberg. 
Figure 4.1.3-2. 3-D Illustration of jumping area using surveyed points. 
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The topography of the jumping area was surveyed by a qualified land 
surveyor using a theodolite. Landmarks were recorded on the inrun, triple kicker 
(ramp) and landing slope to determine the profile of each aspect of the jumping 
area (Figure 4.1.3-2), and for camera calibration. Calibration points were also 
recorded on the kicker and the landing slope by recording the location of an 
array of poles with spherical markers placed at 0.535 m intervals up the poles. 
A total of nine poles were used for the kicker (Figure 4.1.3-1) and eight for the 
landing slope, each with four markers. Three-dimensional (3-D) coordinates 
based upon a global coordinate system, with a vertical z-axis, were produced 
for each recorded point and plotted to give a graphical illustration of the jumping 
area (Figure 4.1.3-2). 
 
4. 1. 4 Protocol 
The data collection took place at a winter training camp for members of 
the Swiss Freestyle Aerial team. The team were preparing for an upcoming 
Europa Cup competition to be held at the Meiringen-Hasliberg facility. All data 
for use in this study were collected in a single day. 
The aerialist read and signed a consent form (see Appendix B) prior to 
the start of data collection. The form explained the study, how the data would be 
collected and what it would be used for. 
The team trained as usual and were not interrupted in any way. The 
aerialist performed a total of eight jumps on the day. This was in line with the 
total performed by other team members and the subject had adequate rest 
between his jumps due to the logistics of returning to the top of the jump area 
and waiting for his next opportunity to jump. All jumps were completed under 
the supervision of the athlete’s head and assistant coaches and had previously 
been performed in training and competition so were familiar to the athlete and 
within his capability. 
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Table 4.1.4-1. Jump details. 
Jump No. Landing Jump / Comment 
1 X LTF 2m long, very over-rotated, fell 
2 X LTF No power 
3 X LTF Long and over-rotated, fell 
4 X LFF Long and over-rotated, fell 
5 Y LFF Not long, OK rotation, landed 
6 X LFF Too long, over-rotated, fell 
7 Y LFF Not long, OK rotation, landed 
8 Y LFF Not long, good landing 
L = Layout somersault, T = Tucked somersault, F = Full-twisting somersault. 
The first three jumps (LTF) had a degree of difficulty of 3.5, with the last 
five (LFF) being 3.8. Prior to the data collection the most difficult jump the 
subject had performed in competition was a FFF, with a rating of 4.050. Shortly 
after the data collection the subject successfully performed jumps with ratings of 
4.175 (LdFF) and 4.425 (FdFF) at a World Cup event so it can be assumed that 
the jumps performed for this study were within the capability of the subject. 
 
4. 1. 5 Cameras 
 A combination of six video cameras was used to capture the trials. Two 
high speed cameras (Motion Scope, Redlake Imaging) were used to capture the 
takeoff phase of the jump. The cameras recorded at 250 Hz with an exposure 
time of 0.8 ms, and a recording time of 2 s. The intention of the camera 
placement was for their lines of sight to make an angle of 90° in order to aid 
with the reconstruction of three-dimensional coordinates. However due to 
geographical limitations this proved problematic and the actual angle was 
approximately 62°.  
 The two cameras were placed in front of the kicker on each side of the 
inrun so as to capture a section of the flat table phase of the jump as well as the 
complete rotation on the kicker and the early part of the aerial phase. This 
enabled the calculation of the entry speed into the kicker, the angular velocity 
on the kicker and at takeoff. 
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 A light gate that the participant passed through as he entered the kicker 
activated recordings from these cameras. They were set up using a pre-trigger 
so that 0.25 s was recorded prior to passing through the light gate and a further 
1.75 s after. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1.5-1. Views from left and right high-speed cameras of takeoff phase. 
Another pair of high-speed cameras (Vosskuhler HCC1000) was used to 
capture the landing phase of the jump. Again they were placed on each side of 
the landing slope to give a view of the final stages of the flight phase and 
preparation for landing, as well as the impact of landing and the outrun. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1.5-2. Views from ‘platform side’ (left) and ‘camera down’ (right) cameras of landing 
phase. 
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These cameras captured at 462 Hz with an exposure time of 2.2 ms. The 
camera on the platform side captured for one second with the camera down the 
landing slope capturing for two seconds. The light gate for this set of cameras 
was placed down the landing slope to ensure that the participant wouldn’t land 
too long (distant) and miss it. This meant that the pre-trigger was set so that all 
of the one and two second allowance was captured prior to passing through the 
gate. The final two cameras were used to capture the aerial phase of the jump, 
these were standard 50 Hz DV cameras (Panasonic NV-GS200) with a 4 ms 
exposure time and manually focussed. No trigger mechanism was used for 
these cameras, they were manually started and stopped before and after the 
subject had entered and exited the field of view. They were located further up 
the inrun than the takeoff cameras so as to cover the aerial phase until the 
subject dropped out of view behind the kicker for landing. 
This study was focused on the takeoff and landing phases of the jump so 
the aerial phase wasn’t captured with such a high frequency. The main purpose 
for recording the aerial phase was to have a visual record of the type of jump. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1.5-3. Left and right views from cameras capturing the aerial phase. 
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As is evident from Figure 4.1.5-3 it is difficult to capture the aerial phase 
in detail, as the capture volume is so large. Jumpers can reach heights of 
approximately 8 m above the height of the kicker, which is 4 m tall itself, 
meaning a height of 12 m above the table. Due to the time between trials it was 
also decided that the cameras should not be zoomed in. Were they to be 
zoomed in and the camera switched itself off, due to inactivity, it was feared the 
settings would be lost. This resulted in a large field of view, meaning that any 
digitising required would need to be undertaken with the digitiser zoomed in, 
decreasing the quality of the image. The sun was also problematic upon the day 
of data collection itself as the fine weather meant that at times the right camera 
was in direct sunlight.  
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4.2 Data Processing 
 
4. 2. 1 Overview 
This section explains how the video and anthropometric data collected 
was processed. It describes the process of video digitisation and reconstruction, 
how the axes of the surveyed 3D coordinate system were rotated to simplify 
further analysis and how the subject-specific inertia parameters were calculated 
from the anthropometric measurements. 
 
4. 2. 2 Digitising 
 In order to obtain kinematic data from the captured video it was 
necessary to digitise the images manually. The high speed video recordings 
were saved as .avi files for each trial. 
 The digitising itself was performed using the ‘AVI Digitiser’ software (RF 
Spectrum Modelling Ltd.). The programme uses a ‘sub-pixel’ cursor which 
allows points to be digitised to within 0.1 pixels, allowing the user to potentially 
be 10x more precise than when using an ‘inter-pixel’ cursor. Interpolation is 
used to produce a smoother image when zoomed in on a specific area, 
enhancing the user’s ability to locate the desired point.  
 The array of calibration poles (see Figure 4.1.3-1) was digitised for 26 
frames from both camera angles for both takeoff and landing. A total of 17 body 
landmarks were chosen to be digitised for the recorded trials: wrist, elbow, 
shoulder, hip, knee and ankle joints on both sides of the body as well as the 
centre of the head and the tips and tails of the skis. 
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 The landings and takeoffs for trials 5, 7 and 8 were digitised as they were 
judged to be the best performed jumps (Table 4.1.4-1). Trials 3 and 4 were also 
digitised with the intention of using them for a comparison with the three other 
trials, as these two trials were not landed successfully. The takeoff for trial 6 
was digitised but due to the landing being long (further down the landing slope 
than expected) it was not recorded by the cameras. The (x,y) coordinates of the 
digitised  points were exported from the software in a text file to be processed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2.2-1. 13 digitised body landmarks, minus four markers for tips and tails of skis. 
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4. 2. 3 Transformation of Coordinate System 
Neither the x or y axis of the 3-D coordinate system used to define the 
surveyed locations of the calibration poles ran parallel to the predominant plane 
of motion for the jumps. Therefore it was decided that to make analysis simpler 
the x and y axes would be transformed so that the direction of the jumps would 
run parallel to the y axis. 
 This was performed by plotting the (x,y) coordinates of the points on the 
calibration poles and averaging the gradient of the two regression lines through 
each set of poles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2.3-1. Calibration pole horizontal coordinates with regression lines. 
 
 Tan-1 of the averaged gradients gave the angle (Φ) relative to the x axis 
and therefore 90° - Φ gave the angle through which the axes needed to be 
rotated. 
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 Equations were derived to transform the coordinates (x,y) of a point on 
the original coordinate system to the new axes X and Y, Figure 4.2.3-2 
illustrates how this was done. By then applying these formulae to the points to 
be used for calibration, the resulting Y-axis will be parallel to the plane of 
movement. 
 The transformed (X,Y) coordinates of the kicker poles are illustrated in 
Figure 4.2.3-3. They continue to show that the poles on either side of the kicker 
get closer together the further up the kicker you go, as can be seen with the 
original points in Figure 4.2.3-1. A similar transformation was carried out for the 
eight poles on the landing slope. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2.3-2. Derivation of transformation formulae from surveyed (x,y) coordinates to final 
(X,Y) coordinates. 
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Figure 4.2.3-3. Calibration pole locations after transformation. 
 
4. 2. 4 Jump Topography  
 Using the 3-D coordinates provided by the surveyor and transforming the 
axes as described above it was possible to calculate the topography of the 
jumping area. The inrun was calculated to be at an angle of 24.7° above the 
horizontal table of the jump area and dropped in height by 24.7 m from the top 
to the bottom with a length of 59.1 m. These values are similar to the stipulated 
FIS specifications (www.fis-ski.com, 2007a) of 25° elevation, 25 m drop and 64 
m inrun length. The landing slope also meets the stipulated 37° ± 1° with an 
angle of 37.8° above the horizontal and the vertical drop of 26.3 m is again very 
close to the sanctioned 25 m. 
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4. 2. 5  Three-Dimensional Reconstruction of Calibration Points 
 The 3-D locations of the calibration markers, as well as the 
corresponding digitised coordinates were used to perform a twelve parameter 
Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) calibration of each camera, which permitted 
3D reconstruction from digitised points in each camera view. Nine frames of 
digitised locations for each of the 36 points, from the two takeoff cameras, were 
used as the input data for the calibration, which produced a maximum 
reconstruction error of 0.0579 m for one point. The RMS errors for x,y,z were 
0.0216 m, 0.0313 m, 0.0209 m respectively. 
 It is possible to calculate the 3-D coordinates of the centre of the camera 
from the reconstruction. This allowed the calculation of the angle between the 
two cameras’ lines of sight, an angle of approximately 62°. This is less than the 
desired 90° (Yeadon, 1989) for an optimal reconstruction, however there were 
geographical obstructions which prevented the ideal camera placements being 
used. 
 
4. 2. 6  Three-Dimensional Reconstruction of Digitised Points 
 The digitised points of the 17 body landmarks were exported as a text file 
from the digitising program, this text file was then input into a separate program 
written in FORTRAN. This program takes the input coordinates and outputs joint 
angles for the shoulder, hip, knee, whole body and torso angles to the vertical, 
centre of mass positions and position data for the tips and tails of the skis. 
 It is important to consider digitising error when processing the data as it 
will create noise that can be multiplied when calculating joint angle velocities 
and accelerations. In order to smooth the data and remove some of this noise 
the joint angle time histories were splined using the difference between an 
angle value and the mean of adjacent values as an estimate of the angle error. 
Mass centre coordinates were also splined and velocities were calculated. 
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4. 2. 7 Determination of Inertia Parameters 
In order to accurately model human movement, inertia parameters are 
required for each of the segments that comprise the model. Inertia parameters 
consist of the segment length, mass, centre of mass location and moments of 
inertia. For a planar model only one moment of inertia value is required whereas 
three are needed for a three-dimensional model. 
Numerous methods of determining inertia parameters were discussed in 
Chapter 2.5. For practical reasons limited by the data collection environment, 
and time constraints from the subject’s availability, it was decided to use 
Yeadon’s inertia model (1990b). 
 
4. 2. 8  Collecting anthropometric measurements 
A total of 95 linear anthropometric measurements were taken and used 
as input into the inertia model developed by Yeadon (1990b). Anthropometric 
callipers and a cloth measuring tape were used to take the 34 lengths, 41 
perimeters, 17 widths and 3 depths. The subject was measured and weighed 
whilst wearing the clothing worn during training as well as a specially designed 
suit for data collection. The subject was not wearing his ski boots, gloves or 
helmet: these were all weighed separately.   
 
4. 2. 9  Calculating inertia parameters 
 The anthropometric data was run through a FORTRAN program to 
calculate segmental inertias in accordance with Yeadon (1990b). Generic 
density values (Chandler, 1975) are used in the program and the assumption is 
made that the anthropometric measurements are taken with the subject wearing 
minimal clothing. However due to the environment in which the measurements 
were taken the subject was clothed and for the purposes of the study the extra 
mass of the ski boots, gloves and helmet also needed to be accounted for. In 
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order to do this the densities of the torso and limbs must be lowered to factor in 
the increased volume and the densities of the hands, feet and head must be 
raised due to the extra mass.  
 Densities were altered in a number of stages outlined below: 
Stage 1: The program is run without density correction, used to ensure the total 
mass of the segments matches the recorded mass of the subject, in order to 
obtain the true mass of the head, hands and feet. 
Stage 2: The program was run again, using density correction. The densities for 
the head, hands and feet were then manually changed using an iterative 
process to match the masses of these segments to their original masses 
provided in stage one.  
Stage 3: The program was run again in the third stage without density 
correction, but using the densities taken from stage two when correction was 
used. Using these densities ensured that the rest of the body segments 
remained the same mass and density, whilst the densities of the head, hands 
and feet were again adjusted to give masses that equated to each segment’s 
original mass with the addition of the extra equipment.  
 
The anthropometric data and results of each stage can be seen below:
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Table 4.2.9-1. Anthropometric Measurements For Segmental Inertia Parameters. 
Name: Participant 1   Age: 21 yrs   Height: 1.76 m   Date: 05-01-09 
Weight: 80.66 kg with boots, bindings, skis, gloves, and helmet, 70.20 kg without 
1 boot = 2.44 kg, helmet = 0.37 kg, 1 glove = 0.075 kg, 1 ski = 2.53 kg,  
1 binding = 1.3 kg 
All measurements in millimetres 
Torso 
Level Hip Umbilicus Ribcage Nipple Shoulder Neck  Nose Ear Top 
Length 0 150 205 372 505 535 0 110 160 283 
Perimeter 1010 850 843 1050  353  487 863  
Width 351 279 302 325 372      
Depth     275      
 
Left Arm 
Level Shoulder Midarm Elbow Forearm Wrist  Thumb Knuckle Nails 
Length 0  296 355 560 0 75 120 212 
Perimeter 408 335 301 298 190  233 196 116 
Width     63  100 85 50 
 
Right Arm 
Level Shoulder Midarm Elbow Forearm Wrist  Thumb Knuckle Nails 
Length 0  296 355 560 0 75 120 212 
Perimeter 408 335 301 298 190  233 196 116 
Width     63  100 85 50 
 
Left Leg 
Level Hip Crotch Midthigh Knee Calf Ankle  Heel Arch Ball Nails 
Length 0 145  450 530 900 0 20  140 215 
Perimeter  575 515 411 396 233  339 248 235 166 
Width          91 70 
Depth        120    
 
Right Leg 
Level Hip Crotch Midthigh Knee Calf Ankle  Heel Arch Ball Nails 
Length 0 145  450 530 900 0 20  140 215 
Perimeter  575 515 411 396 233  339 248 235 166 
Width          91 70 
Depth        120    
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Table 4.2.9-2. Stage 1 - Initial Inertia Parameters.  
SEGMENTAL INERTIA PARAMETER VALUES   
Participant: Participant1 
Segment Mass [kg] MoI: x [kg.m2] 
MoI: y 
[kg.m2] 
MoI: z 
[kg.m2] 
CoM Pos. 
[m] 
Length 
[m] 
Head H 8.745 0.062 0.062 0.055 0.164 0.283 
Trunk PTC 33.147 0.989 1.043 0.401 0.282 0.535 
Upper Arm 1 A 2.841 0.023 0.023 0.004 0.133 0.296 
Upper Arm 1 B 2.841 0.023 0.023 0.004 0.133 0.296 
Forearm 2A 1.482 0.009 0.009 0.001 0.111 0.264 
Forearm 2B 1.482 0.009 0.009 0.001 0.111 0.264 
Hand 3A 0.410 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.078 0.212 
Hand 3B 0.410 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.078 0.212 
Thigh 1J 11.032 0.200 0.200 0.045 0.191 0.450 
Thigh 1K 11.032 0.200 0.200 0.045 0.191 0.450 
Calf 2J 4.333 0.069 0.069 0.007 0.184 0.450 
Calf 2K 4.333 0.069 0.069 0.007 0.184 0.450 
Foot 3J 0.953 0.003 0.003 0.001 0.078 0.215 
Foot 3K 0.953 0.003 0.003 0.001 0.078 0.215 
Total Mass = 83.99 kg      Density = 0.957 
MoI = Moment of inertia 
CoM Pos. = Distance of mass centre from proximal joint 
Length = Total segment length 
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Table 4.2.9-3. Stage 2 - Intermediate Inertia Parameters.  
SEGMENTAL INERTIA PARAMETER VALUES   
Participant: Participant1 
Segment Mass [kg] MoI: x [kg.m2] 
MoI: y 
[kg.m2] 
MoI: z 
[kg.m2] 
CoM Pos. 
[m] 
Length 
[m] 
Head H 8.745 0.062 0.062 0.055 0.164 0.283 
Trunk PTC 26.843 0.801 0.845 0.324 0.282 0.535 
Upper Arm 1 A 2.300 0.019 0.019 0.004 0.133 0.296 
Upper Arm 1 B 2.300 0.019 0.019 0.004 0.133 0.296 
Forearm 2A 1.200 0.007 0.007 0.001 0.111 0.264 
Forearm 2B 1.200 0.007 0.007 0.001 0.111 0.264 
Hand 3A 0.410 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.078 0.212 
Hand 3B 0.410 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.078 0.212 
Thigh 1J 8.934 0.162 0.162 0.037 0.191 0.450 
Thigh 1K 8.934 0.162 0.162 0.037 0.191 0.450 
Calf 2J 3.509 0.056 0.056 0.005 0.184 0.450 
Calf 2K 3.509 0.056 0.056 0.005 0.184 0.450 
Foot 3J 0.953 0.003 0.003 0.001 0.078 0.215 
Foot 3K 0.953 0.003 0.003 0.001 0.078 0.215 
Total Mass = 70.21 kg      Density = 0.800 
MoI = Moment of inertia 
CoM Pos. = Distance of mass centre from proximal joint 
Length = Total segment length 
Calculated for body segments without the extra mass of the equipment. The low 
densities are a consequence of the subject being measured whilst still wearing 
his suit, resulting in a larger volume. 
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Table 4.2.9-4. Stage 3 - Final Inertia Parameters. 
SEGMENTAL INERTIA PARAMETER VALUES 
Participant: Participant1 
Segment Mass [kg] MoI: x [kg.m2] 
MoI: y 
[kg.m2] 
MoI: z 
[kg.m2] 
CoM Pos. 
[m] 
Length 
[m] 
Head H 9.118 0.065 0.065 0.058 0.164 0.283 
Trunk PTC 26.852 0.801 0.845 0.325 0.282 0.535 
Upper Arm 1 A 2.301 0.019 0.019 0.004 0.133 0.296 
Upper Arm 1 B 2.301 0.019 0.019 0.004 0.133 0.296 
Forearm 2A 1.200 0.007 0.007 0.001 0.111 0.264 
Forearm 2B 1.200 0.007 0.007 0.001 0.111 0.264 
Hand 3A 0.478 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.078 0.212 
Hand 3B 0.478 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.078 0.212 
Thigh 1J 8.934 0.162 0.162 0.037 0.191 0.450 
Thigh 1K 8.934 0.162 0.162 0.037 0.191 0.450 
Calf 2J 3.509 0.056 0.056 0.005 0.184 0.450 
Calf 2K 3.509 0.056 0.056 0.005 0.184 0.450 
Foot 3J 5.923 0.021 0.021 0.005 0.078 0.215 
Foot 3K 5.923 0.021 0.021 0.005 0.078 0.215 
Total Mass = 80.66 kg      Density = 0.919 
MoI = Moment of inertia 
CoM Pos. = Distance of mass centre from proximal joint 
Length = Total segment length 
Calculated with the extra mass of the helmet, gloves, boots, bindings and skis. 
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Yeadon’s (1990b) model produces inertia parameters for the foot segment in a 
fully plantarflexed position. These parameters will not be of use when using a 
model that assumes the ankle is in the anatomical position (ie. 90º from vertical, 
feet flat on floor if subject were standing). In order to correctly orientate the foot 
segment, the moment of inertia (MoI) values for each axis must be reorganised. 
Table 4.2.9-5. Re-orientation of foot segment. 
Segment Mass [kg] MoI: x [kg.m2] 
MoI: y 
[kg.m2] 
MoI: z 
[kg.m2] 
CoM Pos. 
[m] 
Length 
[m] 
Foot 3J 
(Plantarflexed) 5.923 0.021 0.021 0.005 0.078 0.215 
Foot 3J 
(Anatomical) 5.923 0.021 0.005 0.021 0.078 0.215 
 
The mass of the extra equipment has been taken into account when calculating 
the above parameters; however the extra volume has not. In order to calculate 
accurate MoIs for the shank and foot segments further information is required: 
Ski length: 1.485 m  Ski mass: 1.23 kg 
Binding length: 0.35 m Binding mass: 1.3 kg 
Once the MoI of the binding and ski are calculated they have to be added to 
those of the foot with the boot on, and then in turn to those of the shank. In order 
to do this the location of the CoM of the new segments must be calculated as well 
as a transfer term to add to the MoI of each individual item. 
The new CoM location for the foot (with boot) and the ski (with binding) is 
calculated below: 
Foot and boot: 
Mass = 3.393 kg CoM distance from proximal joint = 0.03 m 
Binding and ski: 
Mass = 2.53 kg CoM distance from proximal joint = 0.08 m 
Combined mass = 2.53 + 3.393 = 5.923 kg 
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CoM Location:  
5.923.z = 3.393*(0.03) + 2.53*(0.08) 
= 0.10179 + 0.2024 
= 0.30419 
z = 0.30419 / 5.923 
= 0.05135742 
z = 0.05 m 
MoI transfer terms to mass centre: 
Boot: Ix = m*d2 = 3.393*(0.02)2 = 0.0013572 
Ski + binding: Ix = m*d2 = 2.53*(0.03)2 = 0.002277 
0.0013572 + 0.002277 = 0.0036342 
MoI for foot plus equipment (IF+): 
IF+ = MoISki + MoIBinding + MoIBoot + Transfer term 
Ix = 0.225 + 0.013 + 0.030 + 0.004 = 0.272 
Given that the model developed in this work will be two-dimensional it is only 
necessary to consider the MoI about the lateral (x) axis. Were it to be three-
dimensional then the MoI about the y and z axes would also be required. 
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4.3 Experimental Data 
 
4. 3. 1  Overview 
 This section will present the experimental data collected using the 
methods described in Chapter 4.1. Trends in kinematic data will be highlighted 
and descriptive statistics used to analyse them. 
 
4. 3. 2  Kinematic data of takeoffs 
 Body orientation angles were output from the FORTRAN film program 
mentioned in Chapter 4.2.6. Whole body rotation was defined in two separate 
ways: the angle of the torso from the vertical (ΦT) was called ‘Som’ and the angle 
of the ankle to the centre of mass, from the vertical (ΦG), was called ‘CoMSom’. 
The point of takeoff for all kinematic data was defined as the point at which the 
ΦG 
ΦT 
S 
 
Θ 
 
CoM 
Som 
CoMSom 
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ankles were level with the top of the kicker. 
Figure 4.3.2-1. Illustration of angles Som (ΦT), and CoMSom (ΦG). 
Table 4.3.2-1. Comparison of somersault angles at takeoff. 
 Somersault angles at point of takeoff [°] 
Jump number (Jump type) Som ΦT [°] CoM Som ΦG [°] 
3 (LTF) -98.56 -90.45 
4 (LFF) -86.18 -85.48 
5 (LFF) -96.43 -86.68 
6 (LFF) -81.97 -82.18 
7 (LFF) -95.07 -85.18 
8 (LFF) -97.56 -87.69 
Mean (LTF / LFF) -98.56 / -91.44 -90.45 / -85.44 
Standard Deviation (LFF) 6.94 2.08 
LTF = Lay – Tuck – Full, LFF = Lay – Full – Full 
 
 
Figure 4.3.2-2. Comparison of ΦT (Takeoff at Time = 0) for the six trials. 
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Figure 4.3.2-3. Comparison of ΦG (Takeoff at Time = 0) for the six trials. 
It is evident from the standard deviation calculations in table 4.3.2-1 that there is 
more variation in ΦT values than ΦG. This is also displayed graphically, with 
jumps four and six clearly skewing the results for ΦT. Jumps 4 and 6 were not 
landed successfully, with the participant landing further down the landing slope 
than was desired, and was observed with the successfully landed jumps. 
  The relatively low ΦT values for jumps 4 and 6 mean that the participant’s 
torso was more upright at the point of takeoff than the other jumps. The same 
variation is not observed for ΦG however, suggesting that the joint orientation 
angles are producing a similar CoM position to the remaining jumps, whilst 
maintaining a less rotated torso. 
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Figure 4.3.2-4. Illustration of joint arm (ΘA), hip (ΘH), knee (ΘK) and ankle (ΘAN) angles. 
 
The arm angle (ΘA) is defined as arm elevation, anatomical position = 0°. When 
analysing the values at takeoff it is clear that jumps 4 and 6 are again different to 
those of the other jumps. 
 All jumps follow a similar pattern until approximately 0.02 s before takeoff, 
at which point jumps 4 and 6 deviate. The arm angle for jump four, contrary to the 
trend for all other jumps, increases immediately prior to takeoff. Jump six begins 
to dramatically reduce at this point and follows the same path beyond takeoff into 
flight. The successful jumps, five, seven and eight maintain their gradual 
decrease of arm angle through the point of takeoff before increasing 
approximately 0.03 s after takeoff.  
Hip angle [ΘH] 
 
Arm angle [ΘA] 
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Figure 4.3.2-5. Comparison of ΘA (Takeoff at Time = 0) for the six trials. 
The hip angle, ΘH, is defined as the inner angle of the hip and decreases with hip 
flexion. For all jumps the hip angle remains relatively steady at around 175º - 
185º until approximately 0.05s before takeoff. At this point the hip angle 
decreases to around 170º at takeoff, before extension occurs during the flight 
phase. 
 
Figure 4.3.2-6. Comparison of ΘH (Takeoff at Time = 0) for the six trials. 
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low hip angle could be responsible for the lower ΦT value seen in figure 4.2.3-1. 
Jump three, also unsuccessful, reaches its minimum hip angle prior to takeoff, 
whereas jumps five, seven and eight, all successful, reach their minimum angle 
either at the point of takeoff or shortly after. A lower hip angle at takeoff could 
have the effect of reducing the whole body angular velocity by keeping the CoM 
further forwards. A higher hip angle associated with leaning back behind the 
normal to the skis would create greater angular momentum, and thus greater 
angular velocity, than a low hip angle would. 
The same pattern can be seen in the knee angle, a steady position is held 
at 155º - 165º then again at 0.05s before takeoff the knee flexes by around 10º 
until takeoff, at which point it extends. 
 Differences between the successful and unsuccessful jumps are again 
evident. Jumps 4 and 6 demonstrate a much lower knee angle at takeoff, whilst 
jump 3 reaches its lowest point before takeoff, whereas the successful jumps 
reach their minimum either at or after takeoff. The low knee angle exhibited in 
jumps 4 and 6, when combined with a low hip angle, explains how it is possible to 
have a low ΦT value, whilst maintaining a similar ΦG value to those seen in the 
successful jumps. 
 
Figure 4.3.2-7. Comparison of ΘK (Takeoff at Time = 0) for the six trials. 
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The ankle angle, ΘAn, is difficult to define as it is calculated as the angle between 
the ski and the front of the calf segment. However calculating the ski to be a 
straight line is not realistic due to it bending as it slides up the kicker. Movement 
at the ankle is limited by the stiff ski boot, which is set so that the ankle is slightly 
dorsiflexed. The dorsiflexed position is seen as the ankle angle fluctuates 
between 80º and 90º as the subject slides through the kicker. 
 
Figure 4.3.2-8. Comparison of ΘAn (Takeoff at Time = 0) for the six trials. 
 
Approximately 0.025s prior to takeoff the ankle plantarflexes, this continues for a 
further 0.025s post takeoff at which point it begins to dorsiflex. This movement 
suggests that at takeoff the subject deliberately plantarflexes the ankle in an 
attempt to ‘pop’ off the kicker and gain extra rotation. Again it can be seen that 
the unsuccessful jumps reach a higher maximum ankle angle post takeoff than 
the successful jumps. 
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Table 4.3.1-2. Comparison of joint angles at takeoff. 
 Joint angle at point of takeoff [°] 
Jump number (Jump type) Ankle Knee Hip Shoulder 
3 (LTF) 93.76 150.19 169.06 137.26 
4 (LFF) 91.69 143.47 155.37 141.04 
5 (LFF) 88.57 149.91 174.91 131.3 
6 (LFF) 88.19 133.6 144.34 123.13 
7 (LFF) 88.45 148.77 171.76 134.75 
8 (LFF) 90.60 146.14 168.23 132.00 
Mean (LTF / LFF) 93.76 / 89.50 150.19 / 
144.38 
169.06 / 
162.92 
137.26 / 
132.44 
Standard Deviation (LFF) 1.56 6.52 12.77 6.47 
 
 
Table 4.3.1-3. Joint angular velocities at takeoff. 
 Joint angular velocity at point of takeoff [º.s-1] 
Jump number (Jump 
type) 
Ankle Knee Hip Shoulder 
3 (LTF) 260.0 105.0 270.0 -382.5 
4 (LFF) 405.0 190.0 62.5 -90.0 
5 (LFF) 110.0 -170.0 10.0 -117.5 
6 (LFF) 405.0 -137.5 -127.5 -417.5 
7 (LFF) 252.5 -205.0 -120.0 -11.0 
8 (LFF) 272.5 -112.5 -72.5 -132,5 
Mean (LTF / LFF) 260.0 / 289.0 105.0 / -87.0 270.0 / -49.5 -382.5 / -173.5 
Standard Deviation (LFF) 123.0 158.7 83.2 137.3 
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Table 4.3.1-4. Comparison of takeoff conditions. 
Jump 
number 
(Jump type) 
Horizontal 
velocity 
[m.s-1] 
Vertical 
velocity 
[m.s-1] 
Resultant 
velocity 
[m.s-1] 
Angle of 
takeoff (to 
horizontal) 
[º] 
CoM 
Som 
velocity 
[º.s-1] 
CoM 
Som, 
ΦT [º] 
CoM 
Som, 
ΦG [º] 
3 (LTF) 3.65 12.43 12.95 73.9 347.5 98.56 90.45 
4 (LFF) 4.38 11.63 12.42 69.3 352.5 86.18 85.48 
5 (LFF) 4.43 12.25 13.02 69.9 305.0 96.43 86.68 
6 (LFF) 4.20 12.13 12.83 71.0 347.5 81.87 82.18 
7 (LFF) 4.13 12.68 13.33 72.2 342.5 95.07 85.18 
8 (LFF) 3.93 12.58 13.17 72.8 380.0 97.56 87.69 
Mean (LTF / 
LFF) 
3.65 / 4.21 12.43 / 
12.25 
12.95 / 
12.96 
73.9 / 71.0 347.5 / 
345.5 
98.56/ 
91.44 
90.45 / 
85.44 
Standard 
Deviation 
(LFF) 
0.20 0.42 0.35 1.1 26.89 6.94 2.08 
 
 
Figure 4.3.2-9. Comparison of CoM Path. 
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differences in the takeoff phase can correspond to large differences in the flight 
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demonstrates the controlling effect the tails of the skis have whilst still in contact 
with the kicker. Once the skis are completely clear of the kicker the trajectories of 
the CoM paths begin to differ, it is clear to see from the figure why jump six 
landed so far down the landing slope. 
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Chapter 5 
Takeoff Model Development 
 
5. 1 Chapter Overview 
 This section describes how the model for simulating an aerials takeoff was 
developed and the mechanics involved. 
 
5. 2 Kicker Design 
 The shape of the kicker to be used in the model is taken from the 
experimental data in Chapter 4. The reconstructed 3D locations of the front tips of 
the skis, calculated from the digitised points, were smoothed and averaged to 
give y and z coordinates for the kicker profile. It was decided to base the kicker 
profile on the data from jump seven, as the light conditions and speed of entry 
meant that the digitised points were thought to be more reliable than for other 
jumps. Starting from the top of the kicker, one frame in five from the 102 frames 
of digitised points was selected, to give a 20-section kicker profile effectively 
sampled at 50 Hz. By taking points from the top of the kicker and working 
backwards, it was ensured that each jump was at precisely the same point when 
takeoff is defined. 
 
5. 3 Model 
 The model is a development of the simple model explained in Chapter 3.4. 
The participant is modelled as a rod supporting a point mass, the location of 
which is determined from a combination of kinematic variables and a passive 
torque acting about the connection between the rod and the ski. 
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The initial input conditions to the model are: 
 Slope angle, Θ 
 CoM (y,z) coordinates, YG, ZG 
 Ankle (y.z) coordinates, YP, ZP 
 CoM linear velocity, Vg 
 Angular velocity about CoM, ωpg 
 Moment of inertia of body about CoM, IG 
 CoM angle behind vertical, Φ 
 CoM angle behind line perpendicular to skis, ψ 
 Radius of curvature of CoM, r 
 CoM distance from snow, h 
 Initial time step, Δt (Δt1 assumed to be 0.02s) 
Figure 5.3-1. Illustration of single segment model variables. 
As the aerialist enters the kicker and the gradient of the snow surface changes, 
the aerialist’s CoM (G) angles relative to the vertical (Φ), and the perpendicular of 
their skis (ψ), will change. The stiffness of the aerialist’s skis, governed by 
coefficient K, creates a torque about the rod-ski connection. Combining this 
torque with the resultant centripetal normal force will give the total torque acting 
about G (equation 5). 
 By splitting the kicker into 20 sections (Chapter 5.2), it enables one to 
calculate the change in angular velocity about G (ωpg), using the torque about G 
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and the rod’s MoI (equation 6). This angular velocity is independent of VG due to 
the rotation caused by the torque acting about G, were the angle at the rod-ski 
connection to be fixed, as in Chapter 3.4, the two values would be linked. 
 A new value for ωpg at the end of the given section can be calculated by 
adding the change in ωpg to the initial value (equation 7). This in turn enables 
calculation of a new value for Φ (equation 8). 
 Knowledge of the start and end coordinates for each individual section of 
the kicker gives locations for point P. As a result it is possible to calculate 
coordinates for G’s location (equations 10 and 11), using the height of the CoM 
above the snow (h).  
Using the changes in kinetic and potential energy between the beginning 
and end of a section allows for the calculation of a new value for VG (equation 
17). The effect of air resistance and snow friction are incorporated into the energy 
equations by calculating the work done against these retarding forces (equation 
16). The magnitude of which is governed by a combined air resistance and snow 
friction coefficient, D.  
 Finally, the time taken for G to travel through one section of the kicker can 
be calculated using the average of the final and initial linear velocity values 
(equation 18). This in turn allows calculation of a final value for ψ at the end of the 
section (equation 20). 
 The final values at the end of one section then become the initial values for 
the beginning of the next section and the process is repeated until the end of the 
final section. At this point takeoff occurs, when P is at the end of the kicker, level 
with the top. 
Values for MoI and h at the beginning of each section of the model are 
calculated in the film program mentioned in Chapter 4.2.6. The program uses 
experimental joint angle time-histories to calculate MoI and h, meaning the model 
is angle driven.  
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The following equations explain how the model works: 
At the end of a given section of slope we know: 
G (y1, z1), P (y1, z1), VG1, Θ1, Φ1, ψ1 and Δt1 
At the start of the next section, given the pre-determined section angles from 
Chapter 5.2, we then know: 
G (y1, z1), VG1, Θ2, Φ1, ψ2 
ψ2 = ψ1 – ΔΘ     (1) 
The radius of the next section can be calculated as: 
r2 = S2 / [Θ2 – Θ1]     (2) 
S2 = length of proceeding section 
Using Newton’s Second Law, since the acceleration towards the centre is equal 
to: VG2 / [r2 – h]. The resultant centripetal normal force can be calculated as: 
R = [m.Vg2] / [r2 – h]     (3) 
The deformation of the ski as it slides along the curve of the kicker results in a 
passive torque, acting on G, about the connection between the rod and the ski. 
The torque can be thought of as acting like a rotational spring, pushing the point 
mass G back, as the angle of the slope forces the body forwards. This torque can 
be calculated as: 
T = -K.ψ     (4) 
K = stiffness coefficient 
Combining this with the torque acting about G from the normal reaction force R, 
the total torque about G can be calculated as: 
TG = [R.h – K].ψ2     (5) 
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The change in angular velocity can be calculated as: 
Δωpg = [TG.Δt1] / IG     (6) 
IG = Moment of inertia about CoM 
 
As a result the new angular velocity can be calculated as: 
ωpg2 = ωpg1 + Δω     (7) 
A value for Φ2 at the end of S2 can be calculated as: 
Φ2 = Φ1 + [ωpgav..Δt1]     (8) 
Where ωpgav. = ½.[ωpg1 + ωpg2]     (9) 
G (y,z) at the end of S2 can be calculated as: 
y2 = yP2 – h.sinΦ2     (10) 
z2 = zP2 + h.cosΦ2     (11) 
The change in G (y,z) is therefore: 
ΔG = √ [Δy2 + Δz2]     (12) 
Using the principle of energy conservation the velocity at the end of S2 can be 
calculated. As a body gains height, the kinetic energy (EK) used to lift it is 
converted in potential energy (EP). Therefore: 
EK2 = EK1 – ΔEP     (13) 
Kinetic energy at a point can be calculated as: 
EK = ½.m.VG2 + ½.IG.ωpg2     (14) 
And change in potential energy can be calculated as: 
ΔEP = m.g.Δh     (15) 
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In order to incorporate the effects of air resistance and snow friction, work done 
against these two retarding forces must be included: 
W = D. VG2.ΔG     (16) 
 D = combined coefficient of drag and air resistance 
Equations (13) – (16) can then be combined to calculate the velocity at the end of 
S2: 
VG2 = √ {[½.m.VG1 + ½.IG.ωpg12 – mg.Δz – D.VG12.ΔG – ½.IG.ωpg22] / ½.m}     (17) 
The time taken to progress through S2 can be calculated as: 
Δt2 = ΔG / VGav.     (18) 
VGav. = ½.[VG1 + VG2]     (19) 
Finally, ψ3 at the end of S2 can be calculated: 
Ψ3 = Φ2 – Θ2     (20) 
In order to answer the questions set out in Chapter 1, it is necessary to calculate 
the normal ground reaction force (NGRF) acting upon the point mass. To do this 
one must first calculate the angular acceleration: 
α = VG2 / [r – h]     (21) 
In turn the NGRF can be calculated: 
NGRF = {[m.α] + [m.g.cosΘ]} / m.g     (22) 
The final conditions at the end of S2 then become the initial conditions at the start 
of S3, and the whole process is repeated until the point of takeoff.  
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Chapter 6 
Takeoff Model Evaluation 
 
6. 1 Chapter Overview 
 This chapter explains the process of evaluating the model developed in 
Chapter 5, using the experimental data presented in Chapter 4. Results will be 
presented, demonstrating the ability of the model to accurately recreate the 
takeoff conditions illustrated in Chapter 4. 
 
6. 2 Matching Experimental Data 
 The aim of the simulation model was to match the takeoff conditions of all 
six recorded jumps. As explained in Chapter 2, a jump is judged on its ‘Air’ and 
the aerialist’s ability to perform their chosen jump in a controlled fashion before 
successfully landing. Therefore it was decided that CoM angular velocity (ωpg) 
and resultant tangential velocity (VG) would be prioritised in the matching 
process, as these are the variables judged to have the most effect on horizontal 
distance travelled, flight time and rotation potential whilst performing straight and 
twisting somersaults. 
 The angle driven model used values for CoM height (h) and moment of 
inertia (MoI) that were output from the film program used in Chapter 4 and 
calculated using experimental joint angle data. CoM height was calculated as the 
height of the CoM above the distal joint in the leg (ankle), however this value 
doesn’t consider the thickness of the boot, binding and ski. To compensate for 
this, the average distance between the snow surface and the ankle joint, when on 
the flat, was added to h. Initial values for VG and ωpg were also taken from the film 
program.  
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The model’s two parameters, coefficients for ski stiffness [K] and drag [D], were 
varied in an iterative fashion to minimise the average percentage error between 
simulated and experimental values of linear and angular velocity, for all six jumps. 
Initial values of 4000 for K and 0.9 for D were chosen as starting values, using 
values reported in the literature as a guide. The value for D was initially iterated to 
minimise the error between experimental and simulated values for VG. Once a 
best match was found for linear velocity, K was varied to minimise the percentage 
error in ωpg values. After this process had been performed once, it was repeated 
to possibly further minimise the errors for linear velocity, with the new value for K. 
Finally, with a value found for D, K was iterated to possibly further minimise errors 
in angular velocity. 
Final values of 5180 for K and 0.7 for D were reached; these gave average 
percentage errors of -0.07% for VG and -16.10% for ωpg, relative to the recorded 
experimental data. 
Table 6.2-1. Comparison of simulation and experimental takeoff velocities [2 d.p.]. 
Jump Sim VG 
[m.s-1] 
Exp VG 
[m.s-1] 
% Diff. 
relative to 
Exp. 
Sim ωpg [º.s-1] Exp ωpg 
[º.s-1] 
% Diff. 
relative to 
Exp. 
3 13.08 12.95 1.01 276.26 
 
348.59 -20.75 
4 12.51 12.42 0.74 267.03 344.06 -22.39 
5 12.72 13.02 -2.35 295.81 308.94 -4.25 
6 13.11 12.83 2.20 294.19 
 
335.12 -12.21 
7 13.16 13.33 -1.27 292.65 343.20 -14.73 
8 13.18 13.17 0.09 295.69 380.50 -22.29 
Average   -0.07   -16.10 
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A sensitivity analysis was performed on the final values for K and D to confirm 
that errors had been minimised. 
Table 6.2-2. Sensitivity analysis for coefficients K and D. 
D K VG % Diff. relative to Exp. ωpg % Diff. relative to Exp. 
0.7 5180 -0.07 -16.10 
0.69 5180 -0.16 -16.10 
0.71 5180 0.06 -16.12 
0.7 5190 -0.08 -16.10 
0.7 5170 -0.06 -16.11 
0.71 5190 0.05 -16.12 
0.69 5190 -0.17 -16.10 
0.69 5170 -0.15 -16.10 
0.71 5170 0.05 -16.12 
 
The sensitivity analysis demonstrates that a best combination has been found. 
Values for K and D were varied around the 5180 and 0.7 used in the matching 
simulations and it is shown that the error of -16.10% for ωpg cannot be improved. 
It is possible to improve on the -0.07% error found for VG, however when this 
occurs the angular velocity error increases by a greater amount than the 
improvement in linear velocity matching. 
 
It is evident from the results in Table 6.2-1 that the model performs well when 
matching linear velocity, but not so well with angular velocity.  
Matching linear velocity is largely a result of finding the correct value for D, 
as snow friction and drag act to reduce VG. Luthi et al. (2006) found an aerialist’s 
velocity to slow from 17.0 m.s-1 upon entering the kicker to 13.3 m.s-1 at takeoff; 
this is approximately a 22% reduction throughout the takeoff phase. The 
experimental data collected in this study showed an average reduction of 20%, 
from 16.2 m.s-1 to 13.0 m.s-1, a reduction that was accurately represented by the 
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model. Lind and Sanders (1996), suggested a drag coefficient of 0.5 for a 
downhill skier in tight clothing, however this doesn’t include the effect of snow 
friction. Leino et al. (1983) proposed a combined air resistance and friction 
coefficient of 1.0 for a skier of height 1.72m and weight 70kg, wearing baggy 
clothing. The aerialist in this study is 1.76m tall, weighs 70.21 kg and was 
wearing bulky clothing underneath the suit seen in Figure 4.2.2-1. The aerialists 
clothing had the effect of slightly increasing his volume, and therefore drag area, 
but without being too baggy. One would expect that as a result of this, the effect 
of air resistance would be reduced somewhat compared to Leino et al. (1983). 
Given the year in which Leino et al’s. research was conducted, it is also 
reasonable to assume that longer skis would have been used, as recent 
developments in freestyle skis has seen lengths shorten to the 1.5m ski used in 
this research. The combined effect of less air resistance and shorter skis, leading 
to less surface area in contact with the snow and a reduction in friction, suggests 
that a D value of 0.7 can be regarded as realistic and representative of the 
experimental conditions. 
 The extent to which the model matches VG is illustrated by Figure 6.2-1, 
the time-histories follow the same path throughout the kicker, with an average 
difference to the experimental values of -0.07% at takeoff.  
Figure 6.2-1. Comparing the six simulated (dashed) with experimental (dotted) CoM linear 
velocities. 
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The model consistently predicts ωpg to be below the value recorded 
experimentally, with an average difference over the six trials of -16.10%.  
The stiffness coefficient K is predominantly responsible for matching 
angular velocity. The final value reached for K of 5180 minimised the difference 
between experimental and simulated angular velocities at takeoff. The value is 
towards the stiffer end of the range reported in Chapter 2.3, of K = 2508 
(Yoneyama et al., 2010) to K = 6605 (Mastrogiuseppe, 2007). As such it is 
reasonable to assume that K = 5180 could be representative of the custom made 
skis used by the expert subject in this study. 
 Figure 6.2-2 shows that the model simulates a smoother progression of 
angular velocity to the point of takeoff. The experimental data deviates away from 
the simulated data approximately 0.05s prior to takeoff, ramping up to a peak 
before reducing to the recorded value at takeoff. This deviation and systematic 
underestimation of angular velocity suggests that the model does not recreate a 
specific action in the experimental performance that generates the remaining 
16% of ωpg. 
 
Figure 6.2-2. Comparing simulated (dashed) with experimental (dotted) CoM angular velocities. 
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Figure 6.2-3 highlights another deviation between experimental and simulated 
data. The aerialist’s CoM is behind the normal to the skis upon entering the 
kicker. As he slides up the kicker his CoM is pushed forwards by the curvature. At 
approximately 0.08s the experimental values show the CoM being pushed back 
until 0.16s, whereas the simulated data continues to show the CoM moving 
forwards until 016s. After this point the experimental data oscillates between 0-7º 
behind the normal until approximately 0.05s before takeoff, at which point the 
CoM is pushed back to 10-15º behind the normal at takeoff. The simulated data 
oscillates between -10-0º whilst steadily increasing, then sees an increase 
approximately 0.02s before takeoff. 
 
 
Figure 6.2-3. Comparing simulated (dashed) with experimental (dotted) ψ time histories. 
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motion about the ankle that is likely to be responsible for the increase in ψ prior to 
takeoff. What is less clear is whether this movement is a conscious effort from the 
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potential active torque from the ankle joint. If the aerialist is actively plantarflexing 
their ankles upon entrance to the kicker, and then again prior to takeoff, then this 
may explain the discrepancies between simulated and experimental data as the 
ski stiffness is not responsible for the observed motions. 
Table 6.2-3. Comparison of simulation and experimental takeoff angles [2 d.p.]. 
Jump Sim ψ 
[º] 
Exp ψ 
[º] 
% Diff. relative to 
Exp. 
Sim Φ 
[º] 
Exp Φ 
[º] 
% Diff. relative to 
Exp. 
3 -2.53 15.10 -116.75 71.95 89.06 -19.21 
4 2.88 13.79 -79.11 77.36 84.07 -7.98 
5 -0.87 12.68 -106.86 73.60 85.46 -13.88 
6 -0.60 11.94 -105.02 73.87 80.79 -8.57 
7 -3.01 11.91 -125.27 71.46 83.81 -14.74 
8 -3.86 14.62 -126.40 70.61 86.17 -18.06 
Average   -109.90   -13.74 
 
Discrepancies in the rotation angles at takeoff are visible when comparing 
graphical representations of each jump side by side. Figure 6.2-3 displays all six 
jumps with the graphics generated from the recorded experimental data on the 
left, and the simulated data on the right. It is evident that all the simulated jumps 
are rotated further forward at the point of takeoff than the experimental trials. It is 
also noticeable that jump six, which landed too far down the landing slope to be 
recorded, is leant further forward than the other jumps. Indicating a lack of control 
and high linear velocity. 
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Figure 6.2-3. Jumps 3-8 (top-bottom). Exp (left).
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The CoM paths of the simulated trials should be well matched to those of the 
experimental data as the height of the CoM above the snow is governed by the 
experimental joint angles. The only differences in the experimental and simulated 
paths are a result of the passive torque acting about the rod-ski connection that 
determines the angle of the rod at the end of each section of the kicker. 
Variations in the ψ and Φ angles have previously been discussed, but it is evident 
in Figure 6.2-5 that even with these differences, the CoM paths are largely the 
same.  
 
Figure 6.2-4. Comparing simulated (dashed) with experimental (dotted) tangential velocity 
directions. 
The average value for Δt over the six simulations was calculated to be 0.0195s, 
just 2.38% below the experimental Δt of 0.02s (five frames at 250 Hz).  
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Chapter 7 
Model Applications 
 
7. 1 Chapter Overview 
 Modifications are made to the model and simulation parameters to test 
how the conditions observed at takeoff are created. The model is used to address 
the questions posed in Chapter 1. 
 
7. 2 Straight Body Simulation 
 In order to determine how the angular velocity observed at takeoff is 
generated, a simulation was run in which the body was modelled as completely 
straight throughout. This meant constants were used for MoI and CoM height 
above the snow. Knee, hip and shoulder angles were 180º and the ankle angle 
was initially 90º, but was allowed to vary subject to the rotational stiffness at the 
rod-ski connection. 
 By modelling the body as straight, it eliminates the joint angle changes that 
helped drive the model in the matching simulations. The passive torque at the 
rod-ski connection becomes the sole element determining the velocity outputs at 
takeoff. The coefficients for K and D determined in Chapter 6 were used and trial 
7 was chosen as it was the closest to the -16.10% average error in ωpg (see 
Table 6.2-1). 
Table 7.2-1. Comparing takeoff conditions of straight and joint angle (JANG) simulations. 
Jump 7 - type VG [m.s-1] ωpg [º.s-1] Ψ [º] Φ [º] 
Straight 13.23 287.48 2.92 77.40 
JANG 13.16. 292.65 -3.01 71.46 
Experimental 13.41 341.00 11.91 83.81 
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Figure 7.2-1. Graphic of jump 7 simulation with straight body. 
Figure 7.2-2. Graphic of jump 7 simulation using joint angles. 
Figure 7.2-3. Graphic of jump 7 using experimental data.  
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These results show that in fact a straight simulation matched the experimental 
data at takeoff just as well as a simulation using joint angles. This suggests that 
movement at the joints may play a different role, other than governing takeoff 
conditions. It may be that joints are bent as a matter of comfort rather than 
performance. Maintaining a perfectly straight position may be uncomfortable 
when subjecting the body to bumps as an aerialist slides over compacted snow, 
so movement at joints may be passive, reacting to the uneven surface, rather 
than active. 
A stable takeoff technique is required by the judges to gain high marks 
(Judges Handbook, www.fis-ski.com, 2007b), however it has often been thought 
that arching of the back, hyperextension at the hip and bending the knees would 
help take the CoM further behind the normal to the skis and thus increase CoM 
angular velocity. 
 The graphical representations of each jump (Figures 7.2-1 – 3) 
demonstrate the straight nature of the body, and how it leans forward into the 
jump more than the two other images of the same jump. However the results in 
Table 7.2-1 show that at takeoff the CoM has been pushed back behind the 
normal. 
It could be possible that the passive torque of the skis takes longer to slow 
the forward leaning motion produced by the kicker and as such the straight 
simulation reaches a lower minimum angle (greater forwards lean). A straight 
body has a greater MoI, so with the same value for K being used, it will take 
longer for sufficient torque to be generated in order to push the CoM backwards. 
The straight simulation also starts at a disadvantage as the joint angle simulation 
starts leaning back slightly, whereas the straight simulation starts perpendicular 
to the skis. 
As a result of this lower minimum angle, once the passive torque is 
sufficiently high to push the body backwards, the CoM rebounds further than the 
joint angle simulation. The straight body simulation ends up 5.93º further back, 
relative to the normal, at the point of takeoff. 
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   Figure 7.2-4. Comparing angular velocities.    Figure 7.2-5. Comparing angle behind normal. 
This theory is demonstrated in Figure 7.2-5, the straight simulation 
reaches a lower minimum angle as a result of a larger MoI and no backwards 
lean upon entering the kicker. Once the passive torque of the skis becomes large 
enough though, the CoM is pushed forwards and finishes in front of the normal.   
  
7. 3 Varying Initial Angular Velocity 
 The matching simulations were performed using initial angular velocities 
taken from the experimental data collected in Chapter 4. The straight simulation 
in Chapter 7.2 illustrated the effects of entering the kicker with a different body 
orientation so it was decided to investigate the effect of beginning the simulation 
with different angular velocities. 
 A straight body simulation was again used, as it had been equally as good 
at matching the experimental conditions at takeoff as one using joint angles. The 
same values for D and K were used as in the matching and straight simulations 
and the initial takeoff velocity was varied by 2 radians either side of the 1.082 
rad.s-1 experimental value, at 1 rad.s-1 intervals. This gave five separate 
simulations and would enable a trend to be identified should there be one. 
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Table 7.3-1. Comparing takeoff conditions when initial CoM angular velocity is varied. 
Initial ωpg [º.s-1] VG [m.s-1] ωpg [º.s-1] Ψ [º] Φ [º] 
-52.6 13.00 397.91 6.82 81.30 
+4.7 13.12 341.31 4.67 79.15 
+62.0 13.23 287.48 2.92 77.40 
+119.3 13.35 236.44 1.71 76.19 
+176.6 13.48 188.20 1.24 75.72 
 
The results show that an initial negative angular velocity, moving forwards, results 
in a greater angular velocity at takeoff. An explanation for this would be that as an 
aerialist enters the kicker they are forced forwards by the curvature of the kicker, 
this combined with an angular velocity in the same direction would generate more 
angular momentum. Once sufficient passive torque has been produced by the ski 
to overcome the greater forwards angular momentum, the torque would push the 
aerialist’s CoM further backwards, past the normal, resulting in a larger angular 
velocity at takeoff. 
 The reverse of this would happen if the aerialist were leaning back as he 
entered the kicker. He would still be pushed forwards by the curve but not as far, 
and the rebound oscillating effect would not be as large, resulting in a lower 
angular velocity at takeoff. 
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Figure 7.3-1. The effects of varying initial ωpg, on final ωpg, in a straight simulation. 
 
Varying initial angular velocity is also shown to have a similar effect on Φ at 
takeoff as it does on Ψ. This is to be expected, as a larger angle of the CoM 
behind the normal would lead to a greater angle behind the vertical. 
As shown by the results in Table 7.3-1, starting with a negative angular 
velocity does reduce VG at takeoff, however only by 1.73%.  
 
7. 4 Varying Ski Stiffness 
 It has been shown that the passive torque produced by the skis and ski 
boots plays a large role in governing the conditions at takeoff for an aerialist. 
Therefore it is necessary to investigate the effect that varying this stiffness has on 
the takeoff phase. A straight simulation was used and the stiffness coefficient, K, 
was varied by 500 and 250 either side of the 5180 value used in all simulations 
up until this point. Again this was done to help identify any trends that may occur. 
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Table 7.4-1. Comparing takeoff conditions when ski stiffness coefficient, K, is varied. 
K value VG [m.s-1] ωpg [º.s-1] Ψ [º] Φ [º] 
4680 13.16 285.40 -3.02 71.46 
4930 13.20 289.13 0.27 74.75 
5180 13.23 287.48 2.92 77.40 
5430 13.27 281.54 5.04 79.51 
5680 13.32 272.23 6.70 81.17 
 
The results from these simulations suggest that the ski stiffness, whilst affecting 
the angular velocity at takeoff, is not linearly proportional to it. An increase in ski 
stiffness sees an upward trend in both linear velocity and orientation angles, but 
once the stiffness goes above K = 4930, angular velocity at takeoff begins to 
decrease. 
 
Figure 7.4-1. Effects of varying K on CoM angular velocity. 
 
It is understandable for this to be a non-linear relationship; otherwise aerialists 
would use the stiffest skis possible in order to generate as much angular velocity 
as possible.  
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The effect of varying ski stiffness is largest when examining the angle behind the 
normal. 
 
Figure 7.4-2. Comparing the effects of varying K on Ψ. 
 
A variation of 1000 in the value of K, 19.3% of the 5180 value determined 
for the matching simulations, produces a 9.72º range in Ψ at takeoff. The angle-
time-histories of Figure 7.4-2 show that a greater stiffness will cause the passive 
torque of the ski to push the aerialists CoM back earlier than a lesser stiffness 
would. This results in a greater angle behind the normal at takeoff. A K value of 
5680 produces a Ψ angle of 6.7º at takeoff, which is closer to the range of values 
recorded experimentally. 
 
7. 5 Active Ankle Torque 
 It has already been hypothesised that the passive torque from the stiff ski 
is a limiting factor in the CoM angular velocity at takeoff. It appears that 
straightening the body and eliminating movement at joints has little effect on the 
takeoff conditions produced by a simulation. 
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 Kinematic data presented in Chapter 4 shows the ankle joint to be 
plantarflexing prior to, and after the point of takeoff. In Chapter 6 the question 
was posed as to whether this is an active movement made by the aerialist or 
simply a result of the oscillation caused by the passive ski torque. If it is an active 
torque, would adding this in to the model account for the discrepancy in angular 
velocity at takeoff between simulated and experimental data? 
 
A straight simulation was run with an additional ankle torque acting over the final 
0.2 s of the takeoff phase. Simulations were run with torques varying from 0-400 
Nm at 100 Nm intervals. The torque took five time intervals (total of 0.1s) to 
linearly ramp up to maximum, and remained at maximum for a further five time 
intervals. 
Table 7.5-1. Comparing takeoff conditions when additional ankle torque is added before takeoff. 
Max. Torque [NM] VG [m.s-1] ωpg [º.s-1] Ψ [º] Φ [º] 
0 13.23 287.48 2.92 77.40 
100 13.20 310.28 4.10 78.58 
200 13.16 332.86 5.26 79.73 
300 13.12 355.20 6.38 80.86 
400 13.07 377.31 7.48 81.96 
 
The results of the simulations show a direct correlation between the magnitude of 
the ankle torque and the angular velocity and angle behind the normal at takeoff. 
It stands to reason that as you increase a torque pushing the CoM backwards, 
then the velocity in that direction increases, as does the angle. 
 Each of the simulations are identical until 0.2 s before the point of takeoff, 
at this point the additional ankle torque begins to ramp up. This should mean that 
the angle behind the normal will reach the same minimum point as in Chapter 
7.1. Shortly after this point the simulations diverge, accelerating the CoM 
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backwards, relative to the normal, until the point of takeoff, as illustrated in 
Figures 7.5-1 - 2. 
 
Figure 7.5-1. The effects of additional ankle torque, prior to takeoff, on angular velocity. 
 
Figure 7.5-2. The effects of additional ankle torque, prior to takeoff, on Ψ. 
The angle behind the vertical (Φ) also increases as maximum torque does, as 
one would expect.  
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Experimental data measured for jump seven gave an angular velocity at takeoff 
of 343.20º.s-1. Table 7.5-1 shows that additional torques of 200Nm and 300Nm 
both get very close to matching this figure, only -3.01% and +3.40% different 
respectively, suggesting an additional torque of 250Nm would get even closer to 
a match. 
Linear velocity is indirectly proportional to the magnitude of the additional 
torque. The linear momentum carried in to the kicker is transferred to rotational 
momentum as the aerialist rotates through the kicker, increasing the angular 
velocity and reducing the linear velocity. 
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Chapter 8 
Discussion 
 
8. 1 Chapter Overview 
 This chapter will discuss the findings and results from the previous 
chapters, the questions asked in Chapter 1 and postulate as to how the research 
could be furthered in the future. 
 
8. 2 Reasons for Research 
 As was shown in Chapter 2, there has been little research into the aerials 
event in freestyle skiing. The research to have been conducted thus far has 
mainly focussed on the flight phase of the event, leaving the takeoff and landing 
phases requiring investigation to further understand the mechanics of these 
elements. 
 Video recordings of training and competition jumps were analysed in 
Chapter 3 to gain an understanding of which areas any further in depth research 
should focus on. It was found that by estimating specific orientation angles at the 
point of touchdown in the landing phase of 68 competition jumps, and performing 
a stepwise linear regression of these variables against a performance score 
assigned to each jump, one could predict the outcome of the landing with 84% 
accuracy. 
 A similar investigation was performed on the takeoff phase but the 
outcome was less conclusive. Jumps were split into groups depending on how 
many somersaults were performed, joint angles were estimated and the speed 
and number of twists were also taken into consideration. The best outcome came 
from the group of triple somersault jumps, with a 69% prediction success rate. 
However there were only 13 of these jumps, not enough to draw any firm 
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conclusions from, and the signs of the variables used in the regression equations 
appeared to contradict what had been expected. 
 The results of these pilot studies lead me to concentrate on the takeoff 
phase of the event. More information needed to be collected to better understand 
the mechanics which drive conditions at the point of takeoff. Therefore 
experimental data was collected; data for landings was also collected along with 
the takeoff data, but the focus of the simulation model developed in Chapter 5 
was the takeoff phase. 
 
8. 3 Simulation Model Performance 
 The simulation model developed in Chapter 5 was evaluated, with the aim 
of being able to accurately match the experimental data presented in Chapter 4. 
Input conditions for the model were taken from the experimental data. The model 
is partly angle driven, as the experimental joint angles are used to calculate the 
height of the CoM above the snow surface, and the body’s MoI, at the beginning 
of each of the 20 sections of the model’s kicker. Initial linear and angular 
velocities were also taken from the experimental data.  
 Ski stiffness (K) and drag (D) coefficients were iterated to minimise the 
average percentage error for each of the six jumps, between simulated and 
experimental values for angular and linear velocity at the point of takeoff. It was 
decided to match the velocities rather than the body orientation angles as it was 
thought that the velocities at takeoff had a greater effect on performance than 
body configuration. Minor adjustments can be made during the flight and landing 
phases to correct for errors in body orientation, but if insufficient angular velocity 
is generated in order to perform three somersaults, or the linear velocity doesn’t 
provide a long enough flight time for the required jump, then failure to land safely 
and successfully is more likely. 
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The average percentage difference between the simulated and experimental 
values was calculated to be -0.07% for linear velocity and -16.10% for angular 
velocity, with a K value of 5180 and D value of 0.7. 
 These results imply that the model has been successful in matching the 
linear velocity, but less so for angular velocity. The simulated values for linear 
velocity at takeoff are spread above and below the experimental values; this 
suggests there is no systematic error involved in the model and that the D value 
of 0.7 is representative of the experimental conditions. 
 Angular velocities are systematically underestimated, suggesting that an 
element of the experimental performance is not replicated in the model. By 
performing a simulation in which the body is fixed in a straight position, with 
movement only allowed at the rod-ski connection, it was possible to examine the 
contribution made by joint angle movements that governed CoM height and MoI. 
Results presented in Chapter 7.2 demonstrate that joint angle changes make little 
difference to the simulations ability to match the performance, suggesting that 
angle changes at the knee, hip and shoulder have little effect on the generation of 
angular velocity at takeoff. 
 
When examining simulated velocity time-histories, it is clear to see that linear 
velocity is matched very closely (Figure 6.2-1). This confirms the thought that the 
value for D is very close to the optimum for this model. 
 Simulated angular velocity time-histories don’t look to be matched quite as 
well, after 0.08s they deviate slightly from the experimental time-histories and 
then more prominently 0.05s prior to takeoff (Figure 6.2-2). A similar but more 
pronounced trend can be seen when comparing the angle of the CoM behind the 
normal to the skis (Ψ). The simulated and experimental values deviate after 
0.08s, with the simulated values continuing to decrease until 0.016s. At this point 
both data sets oscillate through an angle range, approximately 0-5º for 
experimental and -10-0º for simulated, until 0.05s before takeoff, when they 
increase to the point of takeoff. The two variables differ though as the model still 
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accurately models angular velocity at takeoff whereas the values for Ψ never 
quite match the experimental data (Figure 6.2-3).  
The inability to match Ψ over the initial 0.16s could be attributed to an 
active ankle torque after 0.08s. Simulated and experimental values are well 
matched until 0.08s, at which point a small plantarflexing action at the ankle could 
be responsible for the experimental data showing an increase in Ψ. Figure 4.3.2-
8 supports this theory, there does appear to be a slight increase in ankle angle at 
approximately 0.32s prior to takeoff, suggesting an active plantarflexing motion. 
 A final test of the simulation matching the experimental is in the paths the 
CoM takes in each of the trials. Figure 6.2-4 demonstrates that there are no 
anomalous results from the simulations, there is very little spread in the paths and 
they follow closely those of the experimental trials. 
 
8. 4 Simulation Model Capabilities 
 Chapter 6 demonstrated the degree to which the simulation accurately 
represented the experimental conditions observed at takeoff for six aerials jumps. 
This was then expanded on in Chapter 7 to discover what would happen if 
parameters within the model were changed. 
 A simulation was run with a completely straight body and it was seen to 
make little difference to the performance of the model. The straight model was 
matched to the experimental data just as well as with the simulation using joint 
angles. This suggested that whilst movement at joint angles may be important to 
an aerialist in a real life situation, it wasn’t necessarily key to the generation of 
linear and angular velocity at takeoff, which are the criteria on which the output of 
the simulation model is judged. 
 Further simulations supported the theory that ski stiffness plays a role in 
angular velocity generation in the model. A straight body simulation in which the 
stiffness coefficient (K) was varied demonstrated that stiffer skis produced a 
greater passive torque, in turn pushing the CoM further back behind the normal 
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and giving a final value for Ψ that more closely matches those observed 
experimentally. The stiffer ski increased angular velocity at takeoff, but only up to 
a point. This suggested that the K value used was sufficiently high to produce an 
angular velocity close to the experimental values, if the stiffness increased any 
higher then the angular velocity output from the model began to decrease. 
 
If initial angular velocity was varied, again using a straight simulation, it showed 
that entering the kicker with the body rotating forwards resulted in a higher 
angular velocity at takeoff. This set of simulations also demonstrated that having 
an initial angular velocity that indicated a backwards rotation, as seen in the 
experimental data, led to a lower final angular velocity than having an initial 
angular velocity of 0 º.s-1 (Figure 7.3-1).  
 This scenario of a backwards rotation when entering the kicker is seen in 
the experimental data, yet the angular velocity at takeoff is higher than that seen 
in the simulation (343.2 vs. 292.65 º.s-1). The simulated angle behind the normal, 
-3.01º, is also lower than recorded experimentally, 11.91º. One method to combat 
this would be for an aerialist to actively force their CoM backwards just before 
takeoff, so the aerialist is not just relying on the passive torque from the skis, 
which if you are leaning backwards initially, won’t be as large. 
 A final set of simulations were run with an additional torque acting about 
the rod-ski connection. The torque ramps up during the third quarter of the takeoff 
phase and it is at maximum during the final quarter. A variety of maximum 
torques were used, with values for 200 Nm and 300 Nm producing the most 
telling results. The extra torque of 200 Nm added 45.38 º.s-1 to the angular 
velocity produced only by the passive torque, whilst 300 Nm increased the 
angular velocity by 66.72 º.s-1. The difference between the experimental angular 
velocity seen with a backwards lean and the simulated equivalent is 50.55 º.s-1. 
This suggests that an additional torque of just over 200 Nm prior to takeoff could 
be enough to generate the observed angular velocity. This should be possible for 
an aerialist to perform, as it is the equivalent to a calf raise lifting approximately 
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2.5BW (1.5BW additional). Experimental data presented in Chapter 4 supports 
the theory that this is what happens, as Figure 4.3.2-8 shows a plantarflexing 
motion just prior to takeoff. 
 
8. 5 Research Questions 
 In Chapter 1 a set of questions were proposed that this research intended 
to answer. The first of the questions asked how the required angular momentum 
is generated in order to perform a triple somersaulting jump. All the results 
suggest that the majority of the angular momentum is produced simply by the 
curvature of the kicker and the stiff skis producing a passive torque that forces 
the aerialists CoM backwards behind the normal to the curve. The final set of 
simulations also implies that an aerialist may actively plantarflex at the ankle, in 
the moment before takeoff to produce the extra, approximately 50 º.s-1, required. 
 The second question pertains to the official FIS kicker design (www.fis-
ski.com, 2007a). Analysis of this design in Chapter 3.4 showed that it produced a 
peak reaction force of 10.8 BW. Question two asked if the peak reaction force 
affected the amount of angular momentum generated for the flight phase.  
 
Figure 8.5-1. Normal ground reaction force of the six matched simulation trials. 
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The evidence in Chapter 3.4 suggested that it isn’t necessary to have a kicker 
design that produced such a high peak reaction force and the matched 
simulations suggest the same. The peak reaction force from the six trials on the 
modelled kicker in Meiringen-Hasliberg is 7.91 BW. 
 Question 3 asked which aspect of the takeoff technique has the greatest 
effect on a jump’s outcome. It is difficult to postulate whether a jump would be 
successful purely on conditions at takeoff as corrections can be made whilst in 
flight to correct for a poor takeoff. Likewise, mistakes can be made in flight that 
negates the effect of the conditions at takeoff. What can be proposed is the 
aspect of technique that puts the aerialist in the best position to perform a 
successful jump. This appears to be a plantarflexing movement just before 
takeoff, results suggest that this is used to generate the required additional 
angular velocity needed to perform three somersaults. 
 The final question asked how many somersaults are theoretically possible 
using current equipment. This is difficult to answer, however the largest angular 
velocity generated in any of the simulations performed was 377.31º.s-1. This was 
in the straight simulation with an additional maximum ankle torque of 400 Nm. 
The linear velocity produced, 13.07 m.s-1, at an angle of 81.96º to the vertical, 
gives a flight time of 2.98s assuming the aerialist lands 1m down the landing 
slope. This gives enough time for 3.12 somersaults to be performed. Considering 
0.23 of a somersault has already been completed before takeoff, it would appear 
that four somersaults may be possible if the aerialist tucked during flight and were 
capable of exerting a torque of greater than 400 Nm (4.53BW, 3.53BW additional) 
at the ankles. Alternatively the aerialist could increase their entry velocity to the 
kicker. 
 
8. 6 Limitations and Future Developments 
 This study has limitations. Collecting experimental data outside, in a snowy 
environment prevents an automatic motion capture system from being used. 
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Relying on high-speed video, digitising and three-dimensional reconstruction of 
points for kinematic data is not ideal. The RMS errors from the reconstruction for 
x,y,z were 0.022 m, 0.031 m, 0.021 m respectively, and the average RMS error 
for a digitised point over all six takeoffs was 0.011m. The error from using a 
system such as Vicon, can be as little as 0.001m. The process of manual 
digitising also involves human error; it is a long process that can become tedious 
and lead to lapses in concentration, and identifying joint centres that are often 
obscured by another part of a subject’s body can lead to inconsistency. 
 The design of the kicker and the input velocities for the matching 
simulations was limited by the land survey conducted. Figure 4.1.3-2 
demonstrates that it is not possible to identify if the surveyed points continue on 
to the flat table part of the jump. Were they to extend further it would be possible 
to construct a full-length kicker and identify the true start of the curve. 
 
With regards to the model developed in Chapter 5, measuring torque generator 
data for the subject, collected on an isokinetic dynamometer, as well as 
experimental kinetic data, would enable a torque driven model to be developed. 
Klous et al. (2006) used ski dynamometers in between the ski and the binding 
plate to collect ground reaction forces; however their effectiveness for such a 
study would have to be further investigated. 
 The availability of strength data for a subject would enable one to 
determine the possible effect of a torque generator at the ankle with knowledge of 
what a subject was capable of. 
 Further knowledge of the particular equipment the subject was using may 
have been beneficial. Were it possible to perform stiffness tests on the skis used 
and the flexibility of the subject’s ski boots, this would have given a more 
accurate starting point for determining a value for K that may be more realistic 
than what has been used.  The skis that were used had been custom built for the 
subject and were not commercially available, therefore any stiffness coefficients 
taken from other skis may not be representative of the ones used as it has been 
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shown in the literature that ski stiffness can vary greatly depending on the 
materials used and the discipline they are to designed for. Additionally a non-
linear stiffness of the ski may be more appropriate. 
  
The model used in this research could be used for further investigation into how 
angular velocity is generated. The modifications made to model parameters in 
Chapter 7 could be applied in combination, for example to determine the effects 
of increasing ski stiffness whilst also varying initial angular velocity. Combining 
modifications such as this leads to numerous permutations that would require an 
optimisation routine to be created that would return results and determine 
parameters for the next simulation based on the results it has just returned. 
 Were a routine such as this to be written it would be interesting to identify if 
the parameters used to match the experimental data in this study were actually 
the best combination. It is possible that the coefficients decided on using an 
iterative method are in fact a local optimum as opposed to a global optimum; it is 
not always possible to determine if this is the case though. 
 
8. 7 Conclusions 
 The aim of this research was to learn more about the mechanics involved 
in the takeoff phase of the aerials event of freestyle skiing, to this extent the 
research has been a success.  
 It has been identified that body orientation angles at the point of landing 
can give a good indication about whether or not the landing will be successful or 
not. Conversely it was noted that joint angles at takeoff do not necessarily 
correlate well with a jump’s outcome, as there is so much room for corrective 
alterations, or mistakes, to be made during the flight phase. 
 The FIS specified jump design was found to produce a high peak, and 
variable, reaction force. This was shown to not be necessary in producing 
sufficient angular velocity to perform a triple somersault, and that the variable 
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reaction force may cause problems for aerialists as they attempt to maintain a 
stable body position throughout takeoff in order to score high marks. 
 
A computer simulation model of the takeoff phase was developed to address 
questions posed in Chapter 1. The model demonstrated that changes in joint 
angles aren’t necessarily made to affect the conditions at takeoff and that they 
may simply be made to maintain a comfortable position for the aerialist as they 
slide through the kicker. 
 The model was shown to match linear velocity well, with an average 
percentage difference between simulated and experimental values of just -0.07%. 
Angular velocity was not matched so successfully, with an average difference of -
16.10%, however further investigation and application of the model suggested 
that the addition of an active ankle torque prior to takeoff reduced the error to just 
-3.01%. The application of this torque is supported by experimental kinematic 
data that shows a plantarflexing action prior to takeoff.  
For what is a relatively simple model these results represent a success, 
whilst also indicating that the takeoff phase of aerials isn’t a particularly complex 
task. Although it may not be an easy task due to the high forces involved.  
The majority of the angular velocity required is produced by the curvature 
of the kicker itself. As the aerialist enters the kicker they are forced to lean 
forwards before subsequently being pushed back by a passive torque, caused by 
the stiffness of their skis and ski boots. It seems that prior to takeoff the aerialist 
may plantarflex at the ankle, producing an active torque that provides the 
remainder of the angular velocity necessary to perform a triple somersault. 
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Appendix A-1: Chapter 3. 2 Analysis 1 regression output 
Coefficientsa 
Model Unstandardized 
Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. 
95.0% Confidence 
Interval for B Correlations 
B 
Std. 
Error Beta 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Zero-
order Partial Part 
1 (Constant) -.222 .117  -1.900 .063 -.457 .012    
Arm_Angle .006 .004 .190 1.446 .154 -.002 .015 .190 .190 .190 
2 (Constant) -.938 .486  -1.932 .058 -1.912 .035    
Arm_Angle .010 .005 .289 1.990 .052 .000 .020 .190 .259 .258 
Speed .048 .032 .220 1.518 .135 -.015 .112 .090 .201 .197 
3 (Constant) -.813 .489  -1.663 .102 -1.793 .167    
Arm_Angle .011 .005 .322 2.212 .031 .001 .021 .190 .288 .284 
Speed .046 .031 .210 1.456 .151 -.017 .109 .090 .194 .187 
Arched_Ba
ck 
-.195 .135 -.190 -1.444 .155 -.466 .076 -.153 -.193 -.185 
4 (Constant) -.620 .526  -1.180 .243 -1.674 .434    
Arm_Angle .013 .005 .376 2.421 .019 .002 .023 .190 .316 .311 
Speed .155 .114 .709 1.363 .179 -.073 .383 .090 .184 .175 
Arched_Ba
ck 
-.227 .139 -.220 -1.634 .108 -.505 .052 -.153 -.219 -.210 
Number_of
_Somersa
ults 
-.760 .761 -.499 -.999 .322 -2.285 .766 .088 -.136 -.128 
5 (Constant) -.689 .548  -1.259 .214 -1.788 .409    
Arm_Angle .012 .006 .347 2.066 .044 .000 .023 .190 .275 .267 
Speed .110 .146 .503 .751 .456 -.184 .403 .090 .104 .097 
Arched_Ba
ck 
-.222 .140 -.216 -1.583 .119 -.503 .059 -.153 -.214 -.205 
Number_of
_Somersa
ults 
-.483 .948 -.318 -.510 .612 -2.386 1.419 .088 -.071 -.066 
Number_of
_Twists 
.062 .126 .082 .495 .623 -.191 .315 .161 .068 .064 
a. Dependent Variable: Performance_Score 
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Appendix A-2: Chapter 3. 2 Analysis 2 regression output 
Coefficientsa 
Model Unstandardized 
Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. 
95.0% Confidence 
Interval for B Correlations 
B 
Std. 
Error Beta 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Zero-
order Partial Part 
1 (Constant) -.366 .158  -2.325 .025 -.684 -.049    
Number_of
_Twists 
.181 .100 .266 1.810 .077 -.021 .382 .266 .266 .266 
2 (Constant) .856 .741  1.155 .255 -.640 2.352    
Number_of
_Twists 
.174 .098 .256 1.778 .083 -.024 .372 .266 .265 .256 
Arm_Angle -.008 .005 -.243 -1.686 .099 -.017 .002 -.253 -.252 -.243 
3 (Constant) .928 .740  1.254 .217 -.566 2.422    
Number_of
_Twists 
.197 .099 .290 1.987 .054 -.003 .398 .266 .296 .285 
Arm_Angle -.009 .005 -.284 -1.929 .061 -.018 .000 -.253 -.288 -.276 
Arched_Ba
ck 
.116 .097 .180 1.200 .237 -.079 .311 .055 .184 .172 
a. Dependent Variable: Performance_Score 
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Appendix A-3: Chapter 3. 2 Analysis 3 regression output 
Coefficientsa 
Model Unstandardized 
Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. 
Correlations 
B 
Std. 
Error Beta 
Zero-
order Partial Part 
1 (Constant) 13.155 6.981  1.884 .086    
Foot_Shoulder_Ang
le 
-.073 .039 -.494 -1.885 .086 -.494 -.494 -.494 
2 (Constant) 11.541 6.831  1.689 .122    
Foot_Shoulder_Ang
le 
-.060 .039 -.407 -1.562 .149 -.494 -.443 -.394 
Number_of_Twists -.483 .355 -.354 -1.359 .204 -.454 -.395 -.343 
3 (Constant) -4.538 7.375  -.615 .554    
Foot_Shoulder_Ang
le 
-.043 .029 -.292 -1.474 .174 -.494 -.441 -.277 
Number_of_Twists -1.178 .351 -.865 -3.355 .008 -.454 -.745 -.631 
Speed .747 .248 .752 3.009 .015 .193 .708 .566 
4 (Constant) -2.859 6.936  -.412 .691    
Foot_Shoulder_Ang
le 
-.057 .029 -.387 -1.999 .081 -.494 -.577 -.349 
Number_of_Twists -1.226 .328 -.900 -3.742 .006 -.454 -.798 -.654 
Speed .803 .233 .808 3.441 .009 .193 .773 .601 
Arched_Back -.320 .205 -.294 -1.558 .158 .000 -.483 -.272 
5 (Constant) -2.872 7.143  -.402 .700    
Foot_Shoulder_Ang
le 
-.039 .039 -.261 -.993 .354 -.494 -.351 -.179 
Number_of_Twists -1.291 .349 -.947 -3.702 .008 -.454 -.814 -.666 
Speed .829 .243 .835 3.413 .011 .193 .790 .614 
Arched_Back -.443 .270 -.408 -1.643 .144 .000 -.528 -.296 
Arm_Angle -.021 .029 -.231 -.737 .485 -.230 -.268 -.132 
a. Dependent Variable: Performance_Score 
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Appendix A-4: Chapter 3. 3 Regression output 
 
Model 
Unstandardised 
Coefficients 
Standardised 
Coefficients t Sig. Correlations 
B 
Std. 
Error Beta     
Zero-
order Partial Part 
1 (Constant) -.393 .179   -2.191 .032       
  Torso Angle .026 .004 .643 6.826 .000 .643 .643 .643 
2 (Constant) -.451 .173   -2.613 .011       
  Torso Angle .022 .004 .540 5.534 .000 .643 .566 .498 
  Tip Height 1.285 .471 .266 2.730 .008 .476 .321 .246 
3 (Constant) -.570 .179   -3.184 .002       
  Torso Angle .021 .004 .519 5.413 .000 .643 .560 .476 
  Tip Height 1.078 .472 .223 2.285 .026 .476 .275 .201 
  Arm Angle .005 .002 .184 1.997 .050 .351 .242 .176 
4 (Constant) -.760 .464   -1.637 .107       
  Torso Angle .021 .004 .519 5.369 .000 .643 .560 .475 
  Tip Height 1.043 .481 .216 2.170 .034 .476 .264 .192 
  Arm Angle .005 .002 .176 1.872 .066 .351 .230 .166 
  Som No .076 .171 .041 .444 .659 .196 .056 .039 
 
a  Dependent Variable: Performance Score. 
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Appendix B: Informed Consent Form 
 
INFORMED CONSENT FORM (SUBJECTS) 
 
PURPOSE 
To obtain kinematic data during the takeoff and landing of freestyle aerials 
performance.  To obtain subject-specific inertia parameters. 
 
PROCEDURES 
The kinematic data will be obtained using: 
• Video recordings using six cameras 
 
Trials will be video recorded during a normal training session.   
 
The subject-specific parameters will be obtained from: 
• Anthropometric measurements (using anthropometer and measuring 
tapes) 
 
Prior to measurements markers will be placed on the skin surface to identify joint 
centres and measurement positions.   
 
 
QUESTIONS 
The researchers will be pleased to answer any questions you may have at any 
time. 
 
 
WITHDRAWAL 
You are free to withdraw from the study at any stage, without having to give any 
reasons.  An opportunity will be provided in this event for you to discuss privately 
your wish to withdraw. 
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CONFIDENTIALITY 
Your identity will remain confidential in any material resulting from this work. 
 
I have read the outline of the procedures which are involved in this study, and I 
understand what will be required by me.  I have had the opportunity to ask for 
further information and for clarification of the demands of each of the procedures 
and understand what is entailed.  I am aware that I have the right to withdraw 
from the study at any time with no obligation to give reasons for my decision.  As 
far as I am aware I do not have any injury or infirmity which would be affected by 
the procedures outlined.   
 
 
Name ………………………………………… 
 
 
Signed ………………………………………… (subject)  
Date …………………………… 
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Appendix C: Additional Graphs 
 
Angle of resultant linear velocity of simulated matching trials. 
 
Resultant linear velocity comparison between straight simulation and matching 
simulation. 
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Straight simulation with varying initial angular velocities. 
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Appendix D: Additional Graphics 
 
Comparing graphic of straight simulation with initial -52.6º.s-1 angular velocity 
(top), with graphic of matching simulation using joint angles (middle), with graphic 
using produced using recorded experimental data. 
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Comparing graphic of straight simulation with initial additional 200 Nm additional 
ankle torque (top), with graphic of matching simulation using joint angles (middle), 
with graphic using produced using recorded experimental data.  
